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2.1   Coreference in a single clause 
 
2.1.1  "Primary" reflexive strategy - Translate the following example to your language, and 
indicate the element (if any) that expresses the reflexive relationship.  
      A1) John saw himself. 
     John      wa-ka-zwi-bona. 
     John1a SA1a-past-REFLEXIVE-see 
Comment: The ZWI- strategy 
 
2.1.2  Is there another way, or are there other ways, to express coreference in A1 (that is, with 
the verb see held constant. 
Comment: No 
 
2.1.3  Other verb types - Some languages use a special reflexive strategy with certain verbs, 
especially "commonly reflexive" verbs of grooming such as "wash", "shave", "bathe,”  etc.  
Comment: No other strategy for indicating reflexive. 
 
Do any of the following (or any other verbs you can think of) involve a strategy that you have not 
listed already?  
      A2a) John washes himself. 
          b) Mary cut herself. [accidentally] 
          c) John is ashamed of himself. 
          d) John destroyed himself. 
          e) We hate ourselves. 
Comment: All these use the ZWI- strategy. 
 
2.1.4  Obliques and other argument types  
    A3a)  John   spoke    to   Mary. 
   Joni  wa-lebeleka na  Meri. 
   John1a SA1a-talk  with Mary1a 
        b)  John spoke    about  himself. (subject/PP argument) 
   Joni wa-lebeleka ne   kukwe 
   Johnk SA1a-talk  about  himi/herj/himself 
Comment:  The meaning is ambiguous: John talked about himself or about some other person 
who could be male or female since Ikalanga does not make gender distinctions in its pronoun 
forms. 
 
        c)  John  told     Mary  about  himself. (same, with intervening NP) 
   Joni wa-ka-budza Meri ne   kukwe 
   John SA1a-past-tell Mary about  him/her/himself 
Comment: Same observation holds as in (b), that is kukwe could mean John or some other 
person. 
 

  d)  Bill told us about ourselves. (object/argument) 
     Bill wa-ka-ti-budza  ne  kwedu. 
     Bill1a SA1a-past-OM-tell about ourselves (N.B not ambiguous) 

       e) Mary gave the children themselves. (ind.object/object) 
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          Meri      wa-ka-pa  bana  ibo. 
          Mary1a SA1-past-give children2 them2  
Comment: Ibo is used emphatically or to mean someone else; that is, Mary gave the children 
some other people. I suppose ibo can also refer to the children. 
    F1) Mary   wa-ka-pa   bana   ibo. 
      Mary1a SA1a-past-give  children2  them 
This is the emphatic interpretation, that is, Mary gave the children whatever, and not somebody 
else. 
Comment: The reflexive ZWI cannot be used to express this sentence. 
     *Meri  wa-ka-zwi-pa      bana. 

  Mary1a SA1a-past-REFLEXIVE-give children 
 

        f)  Mary saw a book behind her. (subject/locative) 
     Meri  wa-ka-bona   buka shule  kukwe. 
     Mary1a  SA1a-past-see  book behind her/him 
Comment: This is ambiguous Mary saw a book behind Mary or Mary saw a book behind 
someone else. 
 
        g) John bought the book for himself. (benefactive) 
     Joni  wa-ka-zwi-teng-ela         buka. 
     John1a SA1a-past-REFLEXIVE-buy-APPLICATIVE book 
Comment: There is no other way of expressing this sentence. 
 
Also consider things like experiencer-subject verbs, non-nominative subjects, etc., which have 
unusual argument structures in many languages. Some verb meanings you might try: 
 
    A4a) Etta likes herself. 

Wedu  u-no-zwi-da. 
Wedu1a SA1a-pres.-REFL-like 

     b) Etta scares herself. 
      Wedu  u-no-zwi-chisa. 
     Wedu1a SA1a-pres-REFL-scare 
     c) Etta worries herself. 
     Wedu  u-no-zwi-tswhenya. 
     Wedu1a SA1a-pres-REFL-worry 
 
2.1.5  Person and number - Some languages use different strategies depending on person or 
number.  
 
Comment: All these use the ZWI strategy. 
    A5a)  I saw myself. 
         b)  You cut yourself [accidentally]. 
         c)  We will wash ourselves. 
         d)  You must help yourselves. 
 
2.1.6  Strategies for other clausemate environments  

(a) Is there any strategy which is only possible with some special aspectual class of a verb? 
Some examples: 

Comment: Only the ZWI strategy as far as I can tell. 
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    A6a)  Peter knows himself. 

Peta u-no-zwi-ziba. 
        b)  Peter (habitually) criticizes himself. 

Peta u-no-zwi-tswhaya phoso 
        c)  Peter is likely to praise himself. 

Peter u-nga-zwi-khuza. 
 
     (b) Do quantificational constructions involve a separate strategy? NO 
    A7a) Every boy looked at himself. 
        b) All the women described John to themselves. 
        c) Every teacher introduced himself to Bob. 
        d) Some children only help themselves. 
 
     (c) If your language has a system of grammaticized honorifics, do some types of honorific 
allow a strategy that has not been listed yet?  
Comment: My language has honorifics, but it does not employ a different strategy of 
reflexivization. E.g. adults are addressed in plural form. See example below: 
  F2) Mme  ba-ka-zwi-bik-ila      nyama. 
    Mother2a SA2a-past-REFLX-cook-APPL meat 
    Mother is cooking meat for herself. 
 
     (d) Experiment with placing both coreferring arguments in various types of subordinate 
clauses, as your language allows. 
      A9a) Sol says that Alice loves herself. 
          Soli a-kati    Alisi  u-no-ZWI-da 
          Sol1a SA1a-says-that Alice1a SA1a-pres.-REFLX-love 
          b) Sol required that Alice praise herself. 
          Soli u-no-shaka   kuti Alisi a-  ZWI-khuze 
          Sol  SA1a-pres-wants that Alice SA1a REFLX-praise 
          d) Sol asked Alice to praise herself. 
          Soli wa-ka-kumbila  Alisi kuti a-zwi-khuze. 
          S1a  SA1-past-ask  A1a that SA1-REFLX-praise 
          Sol asked Alice to praise herself. 
          e) Sol wants to praise himself. 
              Soli u-no-shaka      ku-zwi-khuza. 
          S1a  SA1-pres.-want to-REFLX-praise 
           f) Sol u-no-shaka       kuti Alice a-zwi-khuze. 
            S1  SA1-pres.-want that A1a SA1-REFLX-praise 
           Sol expects Alice to praise herself. 
           g) Soli wa-ka-hwa      Alisi e-zwi-khuza. 
            S1 SA1-past-hear A1  SA1-REFLX-praise 
            Sol heard Alice praising herself. 
Comment: No new strategy is observed. 
 
2.2 Ordinary (potentially independent) pronouns 
 
2.2.1  First, show that the pronouns can be independent by using them in a sentence where they 
do not have an antecedent. In the paradigms below, for example, the first sentence provides a 
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context, and, for A10a,b the pronoun appears in the second sentence without an antecedent in 
that sentence, but referring to Abraham. 
      A10a) I spoke with Abraham yesterday. He saw Lela. 
   (imi) Nda-ka-bona Abraham madekwe. (Iye)   wa-ka-bona Lela. 
   I  SA1-past-see Ab    yesterday. (He/She) SA1a-past-see Lela 
 
            bi)  Where is Abraham? I saw him in the market. 
    Abraham u-ngayi?   Nda-ka-m-bona     ku mmaraka. 
    Ab1a   SA1a-where? 1st pers.AGR-past-OM-see at market 
    bii) Abraham u-ngayi?   Nda-ka-bona *iye ku mmaraka 
Comment: A full pronoun is not allowed in the second sentence. Only the OM is permissible. The 
full pronoun ‘iye’ can only be used for contrastive purposes. 

 
            c)  We saw you. Did you see me/us? 
    (Iswi) ta-ka-ku-bona.     (Iwe) wa-ka-ti-bona? 
    (We) SA1a(PL)-past-OM(sing.)-see You SA2nd pers.sing.-past-OM-see 
Comment: Again, full pronouns are not usually used. The subject markers and the object 
markers are used instead. 
 
2.2.2 If your language has more than one type of pronouns (e.g., null, clitic and non-clitic 
pronouns, strong, or stressable pronouns, etc.), list each type with examples. It is helpful for us 
to have full paradigms for subject, object and indirect object pronouns (only if indirect object 
pronouns are different from object pronouns) as well as possessive pronouns and pronouns in 
prepositional phrases 
 
W1) Personal pronouns 
. Subject pronouns: Full  Subject agreement 
a. 1st person sing.  Imi  nd- 
b. 1st person plural  Iswi  t- 
c. 2nd person sing.  Iwe  w- 
d. 2nd person plural  Ingwi  m- 
e. 3rd person sing.  Iye  w- 
f. 3rd person plural  Ibo  b- 
 
Examples of each of the above in their respective orders 
 
W2) 
a. Imi nda-tenga  lori. 
 I  SA1st p.sing.-buy car 
 I have bought a car. 
a’. Nda-tenga    lori. 
 SA1st.pers.sing.-buy car. 
 I bought a car. 
a’’. *Imi tenga  lori. 
   I  buy  car. 
b. Iswi ta-tenga    lori. 
 We SA2nd p.sing.-buy car 
 We have bought a car. 
b’ Ta-tenga  lori. 
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 SA1st.p.sing.-buy car 
 We have bought a car. 
b’’ *Iswi tenga lori. 
 We buy car 
 We have bought a car. 
c.  Iwe   wa-tenga   lori. 
 You2nd.sing. SApers.sing.- buy  car 
 You have bought a car. 
c’ Wa-tenga lori. 
c  Iswi ta-tenga  lori. 
 You SA2nd p.sing.-buy car 
 You have bought a car. 
c’’. *Iwe tenga lori. 
 You  bought a car. 
d. Ingwi   ma-tenga  lori. 
 You2nd.p.pl SA2nd p.l.-buy car 
 You have bought a car. 
d’ Ma-tenga  lori. 
 SA2nd p.l.-buy car 
 You have bought a car. 
d’’ Ingwi   tenga lori. 
 You2nd.p.pl. buy car 
 You have bought a car. 
e. Iye    wa-tenga  lori. 
 He/she3nd.p.sing SA3nd psing..-buy car 
 He/she  has bought a car. 
e’ Wa-tenga  lori. 
 SA3nd psing..-buy car 
 He/she  has bought a car. 
e’’ * Iye    tenga  lori. 
 He/she3nd.p.sing buy  car 
 He/she  has bought a car. 
f. Ibo   ba-tenga  lori. 
 they3nd.p..pl SA3nd pl.-buy  car 
 They  have  bought a car. 
f’ Ba-tenga  lori. 
 SA3nd pl.-buy  car 
 They  have  bought a car. 
f’’ *Ibo   tenga  lori. 
 they3nd.p..pl buy  car 
 They  have  bought a car. 
 
W3) 
Object pronouns 
a. Nlume wa-tenga iyo. 
 Man1  SA1-buy  it. 
 The man bought it. 
b. Nlume wa-i-tenga. 
 Man1  Sa1-OM9-buy. 
 The man bought it. 
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c. Nlume wa-i-tenga  lori. 
 Man1  SA1-OM9-buy car 
 The man bought it, the car. 
d. Nlume wa-tenga iyo  lori 
 Man1  SA1-buy  it car 
 The man bought it, the car. 
 
W4) 
Indirect objects 
a. Nlume wa-pa   iye  buka 
 man1  SA1-give  him/her book. 
 The man gave him/her (and not anyone else) a book. 
b. Nlume wa-m-pa  buka. 
 Man1  SA1-OM1 book 
 The man gave him/her a book.  
 
W5) 
Object of preposition 
ai. Neo wa-dila  vula mu ili. 
 Neo1a SA1a-pour water in/on it. 
 Neo poured water in it (e.g a pot). 
aii. Neo wa-i-dila vula. 
 Neo1a SA1a-OM9 water 
 Neo poured water on it.  
Comment: Cannot mean ‘Neo poured water in it if the OM is used. 
bi. Neo wa-lebeleka na-ye. 
 Neo SA1a-talk   with-him/her 
 Neo talked to/with him/her. 
bii. ?Neo wa-lebeleka na   iye. 
   Neo SA1a-talk   with/to him/her. 
Comment: A dialect used along the Zimbabwe border allows the full pronoun here. However, my 
own dialect does not. 
biii. *Neo wa-lebeleka na-m. 
   Neo SA1a-talk   with/to-OM1 
Comment: The OM cannot occur as object of preposition. Only the full pronoun or the shortened 
form of the full pronoun can.  

   F3) Nlume wa-tenga iyo. 
      Man1  SA1-buy  it. 
      The man bought it. 
 
2.2.3  Null arguments - If your language allows argument drop (null pronouns, or pro-drop) as a 
pronominalization strategy in simple (single clause) sentences, then name it here as an 
additional pronominalization option. This kind of argument drop has the interpretation is like that 
of an independent pronoun.  
     A10 d) Ate fish. (meaning he/she/they/it/we/you/I ate fish) 

Wa-ja hobe. 
SA1-ate fish 
(he/she) ate fish. 

Comment: Like the English verb like “Mary ate”, the Ikalanga counterpart permits the object to be 
null. 
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    F4) Meri wa-ka-ja. 
      Mary1a SA1-past-eat. 
 
          e) Hal hit   (meaning Hal hit him/her/them/it/us/you/me) 
    *Neo wa-loba 
    Neo1a SA1a-hit 
           f) Hal talked to  (meaning Hal talked to him/her/them/it/us/you/me) 
    *Neo  wa-lebeleka na 
     Neo1a SA1atalk   to/with 
 
2.2.4 The use of otherwise independent pronouns for clausemate anaphora 
 
    A10gi) Ali praised him. 
   Ali wa-ka-n-khuza. 
   Alii SA1a-past-OMj-praise 
   Ali praised someone  
Comment: The OM cannot refer to Ali 
      gii) Ali wa-ka-khuza   iyej. 
   Alii SA1a-past-praise him/her 
   Ali praised someone else other than himself. 
Comment: These sentences cannot mean that Ali praised himself. If zwi is used in place of the 
OM n, then a reflexive interpretation is possible. The full pronoun tends to be used for 
contrastive purposes. 
           h) Ali liked him. 
    i. Ali wa-ka-be    e-n-da. 
     Alii SA1a-past-particle  SA1a-OMj-like 
    ii. Alii wa-ka-be    e-da  iyej. 
     Ali SA1a-past-particle  SA1a-like him/her 

      i) Ali saw him. 
     Ali wa-ka-m-bona. 
      Ali1a SA1a-past-OM-see 
Comment: Full pronoun used only with contrastive meaning, i.e. Ali saw this one and not the 
other one. 
     F4) Ali  wa-ka-bona  iye. 
       Ali1a SA1a-past-see him/her  
           j) Ali talked to him 
   Ali  wa-ka-lebeleka na-ye. 
   Ali1a SA1a-past-talk  with-him/her 
Comment: The OM is not used with object of preposition. 
     F5)   *Ali  wa-ka-n-lebeleka  na 
       Ali1 SA1a-past-OM-talk with 
          k) Ali sent a book to him. 
   Ali  wa-ka-n-tumil-ila    buka. 
   Ali1a SA1a-past-OM-send-APPL book 
Comment: contrastive meaning obtains. 
     F6) Ali  wa-ka-tumil-ila    iye   buka. 
       Ali1a SA1a-past-send-APPL him/her book. 
          l) Ali helped him 
   Ali  wa-ka-n-thusa. 
   Ali1a SA1a-past-OM-help 
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Comment: It is not possible for the OM  to refer to Ali. Even if a full pronoun were to be used 
here, it could not refer to Ali. 
          m) Ali surprised him 
    Ali  wa-ka-n-chenamisa 
    Ali1a SA1a-past-OM-surprise 
Comment: It is not possible for the OM to refer to Ali. 
          n) Ali bought a book for him 
    Ali  wa-ka-n-teng-ela    buka. 
    Ali1a SA1a-past-OM-buy-APPL book 
Comment: It is not possible for the OM  to refer to Ali. N.B, even if a full pronoun were to be used 
here, it could not refer to Ali. 
          o) Ali read a book about him 

Ali  wa-ka-bala   buka ne  kukwe. 
Ali1a SA1a-past-read book about him/her. 

Comment: The pronoun kukwe  refers to either Ali or someone else). Choice of verb and 
pronoun are important here. Coconstrual is possible or not as starred for (F7). 

  F7a) * Ali wa-ka-bala   buka ne  iye 
          Ali SA1a-past-read book about him/her 
     b) Ali wa-ka-hwa makwayi ne kukwe. 
      Ali1 SA1-past-hear rumours about himself/him 
      Ali heard rumours about himself/him. 
     c) Ali wa-ka-leba zwithu ne kukwe. 
      Ali1 SA1-past-say things about himself/him 
      Ali said things about himself/him. 
          p) Ali found a book near him. 
   Ali  wa-ka-wana  buka pejo na-ye. 
   Ali1a Sa1a-past-found book near with-him. 
Comment: In English, none of (A10g-n) are acceptable if him = Ali, rather all speakers find that 
him must refer to someone other than Ali. Ikalanga works the same as English in examples 
A10g-n), both for the OM and a full pronoun. 
 
2.3   Reciprocal Readings 
 
2.3.1  If you have already listed a reflexive strategy that can also have reciprocal meaning, 
provide an example here with a reciprocal translation. 
Comment: There is none. 
 
2.3.2  As a means of assessing what sorts of reciprocal strategies your language contains, 
consider these typical sorts of reciprocal sentences in English.  
The –ANA strategy 
      A11a) The women see each other. 
    Bakadzi  ba-no-bona-ana. 
    Women2 SA2-pres.-see-RECIP 
 
            b) The boys washed each other. 
    Baisana ba-ka-angudz-ana. 
    Boys2  SA2-past-wash-RECIP 
 
            c) The men combed each other's hair. 
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    Balume ba-ka-kam-ana     mavudzi 
    Men2  SA2-past-comb-RECIP     hair6 
Comment: The possessor of the possessed noun "hair" is implied in the reciprocal morpheme 
an-. 
            d) They argued with each other. 
    Ba-ka-ngangis-ana. 
    SA2-past-argue-RECIP 
 
            e) The boys kicked each other. 
    Baisana ba-ka-rag-ana. 
    Boys2  SA2-past-kick-RECIP 
 
            f) They hate each other. 
    Ba-no-shim-ana. 
    SA2-pres.-hate-RECIP 
 
2.3.3  Oblique arguments - Continue looking for new reciprocal strategies with the following 
sentences: 
 
      A12a) The men introduced Bill to each other. 
    Balume ba-ka-zibis-ana       Bill. 
    Men2  SA2-past-introduce-RECIP       Bill1a 

 
            b) The travelers spoke to each other. 
    Baendi  ba-ka-lebes-ana. 
    Travellers2 SA2-past-talk-RECIP. 
 
            c) The priests heard stories about each other. 
    Badiyi ba-ka-wha  zwitori  ne  kwabo. 
    Priests2 SA2-past-hear stories  about them/themselves 
Comment:  Ne-kwabo can refer to the priests or to some other persons. It cannot be understood 
as a reciprocal. –ANA strategy not available here. 
     F8) *Badiyi  ba-ka-wh-ana     zwitori. 
          Priests2  SA2-past-hear-RECIP     stories. 
 
            d) They left presents in front of each other. 
Comment: NOT TRANSLATABLE. The only possible sentence is the one below, which has a 
different meaning from the one above. 

  F9) Ba-ka-siyil-ana    nekere. 
       SA2-past-left-RECIP sweets 
       They left sweets for each other. 
 
2.3.4  Other persons and numbers, etc.  
      A13a) We saw each other. 
    Ta-ka-bon-ana. 
    SA1-past-see-RECIP 
            b) You(pl.) must help each other. 
    Thus-ana-ni. 
    Help-RECIP-you(pl) 
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            c) We will wash ourselves. 
    (Iswi)  too  angudz-ana. 
    (we) SA1 will wash-RECIP 
            d) They always   criticize each other. 
    Ba-no-shwelela bon-ana    nlandu 
    SA1-pres.-always find-RECIP fault 

e) Many boys kicked each other. 
Baisana  banjini ba-ka-rag-ana. 
Boys2   many SA3-ka-kick-RECIP. 

   
2.3.5  Other clause types, and other strategies: Briefly consider various types of reciprocal 
embedded clauses;  
Comment: No new strategy here. The same morpheme –ana is used. 
 
2.4  Other types of local coreference 
 
2.4.1 Possessives, alienable and inalienable  
      A15a) Paul lost his shoes. 
    Paul wa-ka-lashiki-gw-a  ne  shangu. 
    Paul1a SA1a-past-lost-PASSIVE-FV by shoes 
    Paul’s shoes were lost. 
 
            b) Paul raised his hand. (e.g., in class) 
    Paul  wa-ka-milidza  liboko. 
    Paul1a SA1a-past-raise hand  
Comment: it is understood that Paul raised his hand and nobody else’s, therefore there is no 
need to specify that he raised his hand specifically. There would be need for specification if Paul 
had raised somebody else’s hand.) 
 
            ci) Paul cut his hand. (e.g., accidentally) 
    Paul  wa-ka -zwi-cheka   mu liboko 
    Paul1a SA1a-ka-REFLEX-cut  on  hand5  
            cii) Paul wa-ka-cheka liboko   gugwe. 
       Paul1a SA1-past-cut hand   his 
      Paul cut his hand. 
Comment: (A15cii) is ambiguous: ‘Paul cut his own hand deliberately’ or ‘Paul cut someone 
else’s hand ( I think deliberatley also!) 
            d) Paul examined his hand. 
    Paul  wa-ka-ling-isis-a      liboko gugwe. 
    Paul1a SA1-past-inspect-INTENSE-FV hand5  his5  
Comment: It is not possible to use a reflexive in (15d). The verb ‘examine’ is also not quite 
translatable into Ikalanga. Thus, I substitute it with lingisisa which really means ‘look at intensely’ 
 
2.4.2  Reflexives in nominals  
      A16) Andrew's self-confidence annoyed Mary. 
    Ku-zwi-wa    kwa Andrew  kwa ka-tina  Mary. 

To15REFLEX-trust of  Andrew SA15 past-annoy Mary1a 

 
      A17) Andrew's introduction of himself impressed the teacher. 
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    Ku-zwi-ziibisa     kwa Andrew  kwa-ka  khata  tichara. 
    To15-REFLEX-give-notice of  Andrew1a SA15-past impress teacher1a 
Comment: You ask about the morpheme kwa. Since all noun classes have agreement markers, I 
have argued in some of my work that the kind of kwa that we see in examples A16 and A17 is 
some default subject agreement which kicks in when the subject of a sentence is a clause, an 
expletive or nouns belonging to classes 15, 16, 17, 18 which are locative nouns (except class 14 
which is infinitive). Examples in F10 below illustrate. 
F10a) Ko pota. 
      SA cold. 
      It is cold. 
     b) [Ku izela]14  ko-nyadza. 
      To sleep  SA14-tire 
      Literally ‘To sleep is tiring’. Sleeping is tiring. 
     c). [Pa  dula]16  kwa-ka-oma. 
       By granary5 SA16-past-dry 
       Lit. ‘By the granary is dry’. 
     d) [Ku  nzi]17 kwa17-ka-lulama. 
      At home3 SA17-past-fine 
      At home is fine. 
     e) [Mu ngumba]18 ko-pisa. 
      In house9  SA18-hot 
      In the house is hot. 
 
2.4.3  Something we haven't thought of? No 
 
2.4.4  A list of the different strategies. 
 
ZWI- reflexive 
-ANA reciprocal 
 
W6) 

Full pronouns Subject agreement OM 
a. 1st person sing.    Imi     ndi-     ndi- 
b. 1st person plural    Iswi     ti-      ti- 
c. 2nd person sing.    Iwe     w-      ku- 
d. 2nd person plural    Ingwi     mu     mu- 
e. 3rd person sing.    Iye     wa      m- 
f. 3rd person plural    Ibo     ba-     ba- 
 
W7)  Oblique pronouns 
Naye   with him 
Ne kukwe about him/her 
 
Part 3   General details about the strategies 
 
3.1  Marking 
 
3.1.1 Marking Strategies for coconstrued interpretations 
      Ma) Marking on a coconstrued argument or adjunct.  
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         b) Marking on the verb or an auxiliary. 
         c) Coconstrual is marked by dropping an argument. 
         d) Coconstrual is signaled by a specialized adjunct. 
 
Comment: ZWI-strategy  = reflexive. This is realized on the verb, immediately to the left of the 
verb stem. This may look like the same position that the OM occupies, but it is not since the two 
can co-occur as shown in the example below. 
   F11) Neo wa-ka-zwi-n-tobokela. 
     Neo1a SA1a-past-REFLEX-OM- 
     Neo found him out for herself. 
Comment: The cooccurence of -zwi and the OM is discussed with further examples in the 
anaphora sketch. 
 
Comment: -ANA strategy = reciprocal. This is realized as a suffix on the verb. In the event that 
the verb has other suffixes such as the -il morpheme, the reciprocal morpheme usually comes at 
the end of the verbal suffixes. E.g. 
   F12)  Baisana ba-ka-rag-il-ana      bola 
     Boys2  SA2-past-kick-APPL-RECIP.  Ball 
     The boys kicked the ball for each other. 
 
   F13) ?Baisana ba-ka-rag-an-ila      bola 
        Boys2  SA2-past-kick-RECIP-APPL.  Ball 
       The boys kicked the ball for each other. 
 
The reciprocal can come before the applicative. When that happens, there is a change of 
meaning: 
    F14a) Lim-il-an-a 
   cultivate-APPL-RECIP.-FV 
                         cultivate for each other 
          b) Lim-an-il-a 
   cultivate-RECIP.-APPL-Fv 
   cultivate each other for   
          c) Lob-el-an-a      
   beat-APPL-RECIP.-FV 
                         beat for each other   
          d) Lob-an-il-a   
   beat-RECIP.-APPL-FV 
   beat each other for 
    F15a) Dab-il-an-a   
   answer-APPL.-RECIP.-FV 
   answer for each other 
          b) Dabil-an-il-a   
   answer-RECIP-APPL-FV  
    answer each other for 
(Examples from Mathangwane, 2001, 4. South African Journal of African Linguistics P. 399) 
 
The reciprocal can also come before the causative affix. See examples below from 
Mathangwane 2001, 4. p. 398 
      F16) Reciprocal-Causative 
  a) Lim-an-is-a   
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      cultivate-RECIP-CAUS-FV 
                 cause each other to cultivate 
            b)  Lob-an-is-a    
      hit-RECIP-CAUS-FV 
                            cause each other to hit 
  c) Dabil-an-is-a 
      answer-RECIP-CAUS-FV 
      cause each other to to answer 
       F17) Causative – Reciprocal 
  a) Lim-is-an-a  
      Cultivate-CAUS-RECIP.-FV 
      help each other to cultivate 
  b) Lob-es-an-a  
      hit-CAUS-RECIP-FV 
      cause to hit each other 
  c) Dabil-is-an-a  
      answer-CAUS-RECIP-FV 
      cause to answer each other 
 
Comment:  I get the sense that the –y- in the reciprocal morpheme implies causation or ‘make’. 
This is the only order that is possible. 
       F18) Alan made the boys talk to each other. 
     Alan  wa-ka-lebes-any-a  baisana. 
     Alan1a SA1-past-talk-RECIP.-FV boys1 
 
Pronouns 
W8) 

Full pronouns Subject agreement OM 
a. 1st person sing.     Imi    ndi-     ndi- 
b. 1st person plural     Iswi    ti-      ti- 
c. 2nd person sing.     Iwe    w-      ku- 
d. 2nd person plural     Ingwi    mu     mu- 
e. 3rd person sing.     Iye    wa      m- 
f. 3rd person plural     Ibo    ba-     ba- 
Comment: Ikalanga does not make case distinctions between objective and nominative in its 
pronominal system. A pronoun such as imi  ‘I’ can occur in the accusative position as well as the 
nominative position as exemplified below. 
   F19) Imi nda-ka-bona  Nchidzi. 
     I  SA1-past-see  Nchidzi. 
     I saw Nchidzi. 
   F20) Neo wa-ka-bona imi. 
     Neo1a SA1-past-see me 
     Neo saw me. 
Comment: Full pronouns are hardly used in normal day to day conversations except for 
contrastive purposes. Usually the subject agreement marker is preferred or the object marker in 
the event of objects being pronominalized. Ikalanga is a pro-drop language. Therefore the lexical 
subject is usally dropped in discourse contexts where the subject is identified and only the 
subject marker is used to identify the subject. 
   F21) Neo wa-ka-enda. 
     Neo1a SA1a-past-go. 
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     Neo left. 
   F22) Wa-ka-enda. 
     SA1a-past-left 
     He/she left. 
 
Comment: The object marker occurs as an affix on the verb which attaches to the immediate left 
of the verb stem. In the event that another morpheme is attached to the verb, e.g the reciprocal, 
 occupies the slot closest to the verb stem.  
   F23) Neo wa-ka-zwi-m-bon-el-a. 
     Neo1a SA1a-past-RECIP-OM-see-APPL-FV 
     Neo saw him/her for herself. 
 
Comment: When the OM occurs in a sentence, it functions like the argument of the verb while 
the lexical object NP assumes the status of adjuncthood. 
   F24) Neo wa-ka-zwi-mi-bon-el-a,      Nchidzii. 
     Neo1a SA1a-past-REFL-OM-see-APPL-FV Nchidzi1a 
     Neo saw him for herself, that is Nchidzi. 
 
Comment: When the OM is present, the lexical NP Nchidzi can be left out. However, when the 
OM is left out of the sentence, the lexical NP has to be there. 
   F25) a) Neo wa-ka-bona  Nchidzi. 
      Neo1a SA1a-past-see Nchidzi1a 
      Neo saw Nchidzi. 
   But: 
     b) *Neo wa-ka-bona. 
 
Comment: The OM cannot occur in the position that is occupied by the full pronoun. 
   F26) *Neo wa-ka-bona m-. 
      Neo1a SA1a-past-see OM  
 
Oblique pronouns 
Naye  with him 
W9) Nda bona  Neo  na- ye. 
  SA1 see Neo1a and her/him 
  I saw Neo and her/him. 
 
Ne kukwe about him/her 
W10) Balume babe be-lebele ka  ne kukwe 
  Men2  SA2 past-talk  about him/her. 
  The men were talking about him. 
 
Comment: Ne kukwe can only occur as a complement of the verb, but never as a subject or in 
any other position. Kukwe seems to be a shortened since the the full pronoun  would be kwa iye, 
which is not used in this position. 
 
Ne kukwe is a prepositional phrase and since the complement of the P is really a pronoun, it is 
possible that it is marked for accusative case (although up till now I have never thought of 
Ikalanga as having any case marking!) 
 
It is possible for ne N where N is some noun, can occur as an instrument, but never as a subject.  
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 F27) Nchidzi wa-ka-cheka Neo ne mpanga. 
  Nchidzia SA1-past-cut Neo1a with knife. 
  Nchidzi cut Neo with a knife. 
 
It can be an instrument, which I suppose is also a complement of the verb. It cannot occur in 
subject position though. 
 
I think kukwe is made up of two parts: kwa , which I believe is a preposition meaning ‘of’ plus a 
pronoun, the form of which is determined by the class of the noun as well as the person: 1st, 2nd, 
3rd… Thus kwedu  is formed from kwa+edu. Also bear in mind that Ikalanga expresses 
possessives through prepositions: 
 F28) a) Hutshe  ya mme 
   Hat  of mother 
  b) Ngumba ye mbisana 
   House  of boy 
 
Thus, it would not be surprising that possessive pronouns are also formed by affixing the 
pronoun with some preposition. 
 F29) a) Kwangu mine   
  b) Kwenyu yours 
  c) Kwedu  ours 
  d) Kukwe  his/hers 
  e) Kwacho its 
 
Thus in expressions like ne kukwe, it seems that the preposition phrase has more than one 
preposition. 
These pronouns do not have to have an antecedent in the sentence or any particular antecedent 
in the sentence, but they do need an antecedent in the discourse. 
  F30) ?Balume babe be-lebele ka  ne  kwa iye 
      Men2 SA2 past-talk  about about?him/her. 
      The men were talking about him. 
 
3.2  Productivity  
 
3.2.1 How productive is this strategy, with respect to which verbs or predicates allow it?  
 
ZWI- strategy 
Very productive 
W11)   a. zwi-bona 

  SELF-see 
b. zwi-kera 
  SELF-shave 
c. zwi-cheka 
  SELF-cut 
e. zwi-luma 
  Self-bite 
  (chew on oneself) 
f.   zwi-tuka 

SELF-insult (insult oneself) 
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g. zwi-tshamba 
SELF-step on (step on oneself) 

h. zwi-bulaya 
SELF-kill (commit suicide) 

i.     zwi-ambadaza 
SELF-dress (dress oneself) 

j.  zwi-nganga 
SELF-scratch (scratch oneself) 

k.  zwi-bik-il-a 
SELF-cook-APPL-FV 

l.  zwi-dila 
SELF-spill (spill something on oneself) 

m. zwi-tuma 
SELF-send (send oneself) 

n. zwi-linga 
SELF-look (look at oneself) 

o. zwi-diya 
SEL F-teach (educate oneself) 

p. zwi-pa 
SELF-give (get something for oneself without permission) 

q. zwi-sirila 
SELF-massage 

r.  zwi-tshwai-lil-a 
SELF-sweep-APPL-FV 

s. zwi-suk-il-a 
SELF-wash-APPL-FV 

t.  zwi-tem-el-a 
SELF-chop-APPL-FV (chop e.g. wood for oneself) 

u. zwi-baakany-il-a 
SELF-fix-APPL-FV (fix something for oneself) 

 
-ANA strategy  
W12)   a. -bon-an-a 

  See each other 
b. ker-an-a 
  Shave each other 
c. chek-ana 
  Cut oneself 
d. lum-an-a 
  Bite one another 
e. tuk-an-a 

insult one another 
f.  tshamb-an-a 

step on one another 
g. –bulay-an-a 

Kill one another 
h.  ambadaz-an-a 

-dress one another 
i.  ngang-an-a 
  scratch one another 
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j.  bik-il-an-a 
  cook-APPL-FV (cook for one another) 
k. dil-an-a 
  spill on one another 
l.  tum-an-a 
  -send each other 
m. ling-an-a 

  look at each other 
n. diy-an-a 

 teach each other 
o. p-an-a 

-give each other 
p. siril-an-a 

 massage each other 
q. tshwai-lil-an-a 

 sweep-APPL-RECIP.-FV (sweep for each other) 
r.  suk-il-an-a 

 wash-APPL-RECIP-FV (was for each other) 
s. tem-el-an-a 

 chop-APPL-RECIP-FV (chop e.g. wood for each other) 
t.  baakany-il-an-a 

 fix-APPL-RECIP.-FV (fix something for each other) 
 

OM strategy 
No restrictions: very productive. Attaches to all kinds of verbs. 
W13)   a. m-bona 

  Him/her-see (saw him/her) 
b. n-kera 
  Him/her-shave (shaved him/her) 
c. n-cheka 
  Him/her-cut (cut him/her) 
d. n-luma 
  Him/her-bite (bit him/her) 
e. n-tuka 

 him/her-insult (insulted him/her) 
f.  n-tshamba 

 him/her-step on (step him/her) 
g. m-bulaya 

 him/her-kill (killed him/her) 
h. -ambadaza 

 Him/her-dress (dress him/her) 
i.  -nganga  

 Him/her -scratch (scratch him/her) 
j.  m-bik-il-a 

 him/her--cook-APPL-FV (cooked for him/her) 
k. n-dila 

 him/her--spill (spill something on him/her)f) 
l.  n-tuma 

 him/her-send (send him/her ) 
m. n-linga 
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 him/her-look (look at him/her) 
n. n-diya 

 him/her-teach (teach him/her) 
o. m-pa 

 him/her-give (gave to him/her) 
p. n-sirila 
  him/her-massage (massaged him/her) 

 SELF-sweep-APPL-FV 
q. n-suk-il-a 

 him/her-wash-APPL-FV (washed for him/her) 
r.  n-tem-el-a 

 him/her-chop-APPL-FV (chop e.g. wood for him/her) 
s. m-baakany-il-a 

 him/her-fix-APPL-FV (fix something for him/her) 
 
3.3  Context of Use 
 
3.3.1  How marked or natural is this strategy? 
ZWI- strategy 
-AN- strategy 
OM strategy 
 
Comment: These are the most natural strategies. They are not restricted to any specific contexts 
of use. 
 
3.3.2  Is special intonation or emphasis necessary, and if so, where (e.g., is it on the morpheme 
that constitutes the marker for the strategy or is it a contour on the verb, or perhaps a special 
contour for the whole sentence). 
 
Comment: All morphemes of these three strategies carry high tone. 
 
3.3.3  Is a particular discourse context (e.g., contradicting) necessary?  
Comment: No. 
 
3.4 Morphology 
 
3.4.1  Does the reflexive element, in its entirety, have a stateable lexical translation?  
Comment: Neither the reflexive nor the reciprocal have a stateable lexical translation. 
 
3.4.2 Is there anything further to say about its meaning in such cases? 
 
Comment: Neither the reflexive nor the reciprocal can be used to mean anything else. 
 
3.4.3  If the reflexive element has clear syntactic and part-of-speech sub-structure (e.g., head 
and modifiers, determiners, possessives) show it here. 
Comment: No internal structure. 
 
     (a) Agreement features etc. 

Neither the reflexive nor the reciprocal change form in response to change in 
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person/number/gender. 
     (b) Does this morpheme have a lexical meaning?  
             No  
              
3.5   The agreement paradigm 
 
3.5.1  Give the morphological paradigm of each reflexive strategy. 
 
Ikalanga does not have independent reflexives of this nature. Full pronouns are used instead. 

W13)  I saw her myself. 
Nda-ka-m-bona  imi. 
SA1-past-OM-see  me. 
‘I saw her me.’ (literally) 

W14)  Ba-ka-m-bona  ibo. 
    SA2-past-OM-see them 
    They saw him/her themselves. (literally ‘They saw him/her them.) 

W15)  Ta-ka-m-bona  iswi. 
    SA1-past-OM-see us 
    We saw him/her ourselves. (literally: We saw him/her us) 
Comment: Notice that even in contexts where an emphatic reflexive follows the subject in 
English, Ikalanga uses a full pronoun. 
 

W16) John himself saw Mary. 
Joni iye      wa-ka-bona Mary. 
John1a him SA1a-past-see Mary 

 
3.5.2 For each morphological feature, what determines its value? In particular, for each 

agreement feature, indicate whether it must agree with the antecedent, or perhaps with 
something else, and whether it must do so (a) obligatorily, or (b) usually or optionally.  

Comment: Neither -zwi- nor -ana- agree. 
 
3.6   Interaction with verb morphology - Incompatibilities 
 
3.6.1 Tense, Mood, Aspect - If  there is any sign that coconstrual for some strategy is blocked or 
peculiar for a given tense (e.g., simple past, habitual, generic), mood (such as subjunctive, if 
your language marks it), or aspect, please comment and provide examples .  
 
      B3a) Gina (generally) washes herself 
   Gina  u-no-shwelela  e-zwi-angudza. 
   Gina1a SA1apres.-always SA1a-REFLEX-wash 
          bi) Gina has washed/was washing herself. 
   Gina  wa-zwi-angudza. 
   Gina1a SA1a-REFLEX.-wash 
   Gina has washed herself. 
  bii)Gina was washing herself. 
   Gina  wa-kabe e-zwi-angudza. 
   Gina1a SA1a-past- SA1a-REFLX.-wash 
          c) Gina should wash herself. 
   Gina  wa-ka-fanila  ku-zwi-angudza. 
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   Gina1a SA1a-past-should to-REFLEX-wash 
   Literally ‘Gina is supposed to wash herself.’ 
Comment: Tense/ aspect/mood bring about no change in the form of the reflexive or the 
reciprocal. 
 
3.6.2  Grammatical Function (GF)-changing - Consider GF-changing constructions or 
operations. Check whether the GF-change is compatible with the current strategy. Manipulate 
the verbs meaning talk to, give, visit, and kill. 
      
The ZWI- strategy is not compatible with passives. 
 

W17) John wa-ka-zwi-bulaya. 
John1 SA1a-past-REFLEX-kill 
John killed himself. 

 
W18)  *John wa-ka-zwi-bulay-iw-a       ndi Bill. 

    John1a SA1a—past-REFLEX-kill-PASS.-FV  by  Bill. 
    John was killed by John. 
 
3.6.3  (formerly 3.6.1) If you are aware of operations or morphemes that cannot co-occur with 
this strategy, then list them here. 
Comment: There are some cases where the reflexive and the reciprocal can have the same 
antecedent, as in (W18'). 
       W18') BoNeo             ba-ka-zwi-bon-el-an-a. 
      Neo2 (and friends) SA2-past-REFLX-see-APPL-RECIP.-FV 
This requires a very special context. Suppose Neo and his friends had been looking for one 
another and couldn’t seem to find one another, perhaps in crowd. Eventually they do find one 
another without anyone’s assistance. I suppose one could utter a statement such as (W18'). 
Presumably, the applicative has increased the adicity of "see" and the reflexive marker is the 
applicative-related argument. 
 
3.7    Uses that are not quite coreference - Are there other uses of a strategy you have identified 
for which it does not express coreference between two arguments or adjuncts (e.g., like 
locatives or directionals)?  
 
3.7.1  Idiosyncratic or inherent. Some languages have verbs that lexically require a reflexive 
which does not appear to correspond to an argument.  
 
Comment: I can’t think of more than the example below. 
 
 W19) Neo wa-ka-zwi-kangangwa. 
  Neo1a SA1-past-REFLX-forget 
  Neo has forgotten herself meaning “Neo is so much at ease”. 
 
3.7.2  Emphatic or intensifier, as in the English, The president himself answered the phone. 
 
Comment: For emphatic or intensity purposes, Ikalanga does not use reflexives; rather it uses 
full pronouns. 
     F31) She  iye  wa-ka-dabila    founi. 
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       Chief him  SA1a-past-answered  phone. 
       The chief himself answered the phone. 
3.7.3 Middle constructions use a verb extension, –ik-/-uk-, depending on the type of vowel  in the 
verb. 

   W20)  Hali  ya-khwany-ik-a. 
 pot9 SA9-broke 
 The pot broke. 
 

       W21)  Koloi ya-pit-uk-a  
     Car7 SA7-capsize-FV 
     The car capsized. 
 

   W22) Gaa la-nyauka. 
     Ice SA5-melt 
     The ice has melted. 
 
The reflexive is not used for this purpose. 
 
       W23) Hali ya-ka-zwi-khwanya. 
  Pot9 SA9-past-REFLX-break 
  The pot broke itself. (Semantically not possible for the pot to break itself) 

 W24) Koloi ya-ka-zwi-pitula. (implies volition, which car lack) 
  Car7 SA7-past-REFLX-capsize 
  The car capsized itself. 

 
3.7.4  Distributive, sociative, etc. Some strategies (reciprocal markers most frequently) can also 
be used to mean that some action was performed separately, or jointly, or repeatedly, etc.  
Comment: Not applicable in Ikalanga. 
 
3.7.5  Deictic use  
Comment: Not applicable. 
 
Can this form be used to refer to one of the participants in the conversation who is not otherwise 
mentioned in that sentence?  
Comment: Not applicable. 
 
Can the form in question be used in a sense like that of English generic one (which is not evenly 
acceptable for English speakers in non-subject environments).  
Comment: Not applicable.  
 
3.7.6  Other. Are there other ways to use the strategy that do not express coreference (or 
reciprocal coreference) between two arguments?  
Comment: Not applicable. 
 
3.8  Proxy readings 

One interpretation that the choice of coreferent strategy is sometimes sensitive to is 
proxy interpretation. A proxy reading is one where the coreferent argument is understood as a 
representation of or a "stand in" for the reference of the antecedent. This is often the case with 
statues, for example, or authors (e.g., Grisham) and their work.  
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Comment: Not possible in Ikalanga. 
 
The differences emerge in English for cases like those in (B9). Imagine that the wax museum is 
having a special event, which the wax statues of each celebrity will be washed and dressed by 
the celebrity they represent. 
 
      B9a) Castro washed himself carefully, so as not to damage the wax. 
   Castro wa-ka-zwi-angudza   zubuyanana kuti a-si-chinye       vu. 
   Castro1a SA1a-past-REFLEX-wash carefully   that SA1a-NOT-damage wax. 
          b) Castro washed carefully, so as not to damage the wax. 
   Castro wa-ka-angula  zubuyanana kuti a –si-chinye vu. 
   Castro SA1a-past-wash carefully that SA1a-NOT-damage  wax. 
Comment: I think (9a) with the verb angudza allows that Castro is washing something in the form 
of himself while in (9b) he has to literally be washing his very own body. It is also possible to say 
Castro u-no-zwi-angudza, but I think this calls a special context. It would have to be a situation 
where perhaps someone was doubtful that Castro could indeed wash himself and then another 
person who is certain that Castro can wash himself makes such an assertion that indeed Castro 
can wash himself.The verb angula means ‘wash yourself’. If one washes another, e.g. a child, 
then the verb gets a different inflection – dz-. 

   F32a) Neo  wa-angu-dz-a     ngwana. 
      Neo  SA1a-wash-morpheme-FV child. 
      "Neo gave the child a bath." (literally ‘Neo washed the child’. 

There are few other examples, not many that I can think of though: 
        b)  Neo wa-ambala. 
   Neo1a SA1-dress 
             "Neo has dressed (herself)." 
        c)   Neo wa-amba-dz-a  ngwana. 
   Neo1a SA1-dress-?-FV child1 

              "Neo dressed the child." 
        d)  Neo wa-fuka ngubo. 
   Neo1a SA1-cover blanket 
   "Neo covered herself with a blanket." 
        e) Neo wa-fuki-dz-a  ngubo. 
             Neo1a SA1-cover-?-FV blanket 
             "Neo covered the child with a blanket." 
  BUT: 
        f) Neo wa-ambula 
           Neo1a SA1-undress 
           "Neo undressed (herself)" 
       g) Neo wa-ambula ngwana. 
           Neo1 SA1-undress child1 

            "Neo undressed the child." 
        h)*Neo wa-ambu-dz-a  ngwana. 
             Neo1 SA1-undress-?-FV child1 

             "Neo undressed the child." 
It seems to me that –dz- is some kind of causative (actually Mathangwane 1999 discusses 
cases of dz- as a causative, although she has no examples of the type we bring up in our data). I 
have no clue though why it doesn’t apply across the board such as in (3c)! 

 
          c) The movie star dressed herself carefully, so as not to damage the wax. 
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            Ntungamili wa-ka-zwi-ambadza zubuyanana kuti a-si-chinye vu. 
           Leader  SA1a-past-REFLEX-dress carefully that SA1a-NOT-damage wax 
Comment: This is used in a specific context say, a wedding scenario where the bride expects to 
be dressed by the bridesmaid etc. Otherwise the (b) example is the appropriate one to use. 
 
          d) The movie star dressed carefully, so as not to damage the wax. 
    Ntungamili wa-ka-ambala  zubuyanana kuti a-si-chinye    vu. 
    Leader  SA1a-past-dress  carefully   that SA1a-NOT-damage wax. 
          e) Castro saw himself in the show, but he didn't like what he saw. 
Castro wa-ka-zwi-bona   mu nzano,  ngono a-a-si-da     cha-a-ka-bona 
Castro SA1a-past-REFLEX-see in   show  but  NOT-SA1a-NOT-like WHagr-SA1a—past-see 
 
      B10a) Grisham says he sounds better in Swahili. (where he = Grisham's writings) 
Comment: Not possible in Ikalanga. 
 
            b) Castro thought that he looked handsome. (he

Comment: English permits both of these, though I suspect (B12b) may not be as widely available 

 = statue of Castro)  
    Castro u-no-alakana  kuti wa-kabe  a-ka-naka. 
    Castro SA1a-pres.-think that SA1a-past SA1a-past-beautiful 
 
Comment: The proxy reading is acceptable in (B10b). 
     B11a) Mark Twain and Victor Hugo did not read each other in Berber. 
Comment: Not possible in Ikalanga.          
 
            b) Marlene and Castro did not see each other in the audience, but they did see each  
                other on the stage/in the show. 
   Marlene    na  Castro a-ba-zo-bon-an-a      mu bathu  ngono  
   Marlene1a and Castro1a NOT-SA2-past-see-RECIP.-FV in   Crowd but  
 
   ba-ka-bon-an-a       mu nzano. 
   SA2-past-see-RECIP-FV in  show. 
Comment: The proxy reading is acceptable in (B11b). 
 
3.9 Ellipsis 
Consider the following examples, which all have an ellipsis of one sort or another. 
 
B12a) Sherman likes/praises himself more than Bill 
   Sherman u-no-zwi-kudza     ku-pinda   Bill. 
   Sherman1a SA1a-pres.-REFLEX.-praise to-more than Bill1a 

Sherman praises himself more than Bill. (ambiguous: praises himself more than he 
praises Bill or praises himself more than Bill praises himself). 
 
Sherman  u-no-zwi-da     ku   pinda  Bill. 
Sherman1a SA1a-pres.-REFLX-like to- more than  Bill1a 
Sherman likes himself more than Bill likes himself/Sherman likes himself more than he 
likes Bill. 
 

       b) Sherman likes/praises himself more than Bill does 
    In Ikalanga sentence (b) is expressed  the same way as sentence (a). 
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as (B12a). If not, then concentrate on (B12a). The following readings are possible for (B12a) in 
English: 

    F33) Sherman likes/praises himself more than Sherman likes Bill. 
   Sherman u-no-zwi-kudza     ku-pinda   Bill. 

           Sherman1a SA1a-pres.-REFLEX.-praise to-more than Bill1a 
Can mean: Sherman praises himself more than he praises Bill or  Sherman praises 
himself more than Bill praises himself 

    F34) Sherman likes himself more than Bill likes him (=Sherman). 
   Sherman u-no-zwi-da     ku pinda   Bill. 
   Sherman1a SA1a-pres.-REFLX-like to- more than Bill1a 

 This sentence only means Sherman likes himself  more than he (Sherman) likes Bill. Or 
 that Sherman likes himself more than Bill likes himself. 
    F35) Sherman likes/praises himself more than Bill likes himself. 

   Sherman  u-no-zwida      ku-pinda  sekwe  Bill  e-zwida. 
   Sherman1a SA1a-pres.-REFLX-likes more-than like      Bill1a SA1a-likes 

Sherman likes himself more than Bill likes himself. 
 
PART 4    Exploration of syntactic domains 
 
W25)  a. *John  wa-ka-loba. 
    John1a SA1a-past-hit 
   b. John  wa-ka-zwi-loba. 
    John1a SA1a-past-REFLEX.-hit 
   c. *Baisana ba-ka-loba. 
     Boys2  SA2-past-beat 
   d. Baisana ba-ka-lob-an-a. 
    boys2  SA2-past-hit-RECIP.-FV 
   e.  Same as (d). 
   f. *Johni wa-ka-loba iyei 
 
Comment: implicit strategy limited to verbs such as angula ‘wash’ hence example (a) and (c)  are 
ungrammatical. Although a full pronoun can be used reflexively in emphatics such as ‘John 
himself hit him’ ( Joni iye wa-ka-N-loba), as a reflexive, the full pronoun cannot occur in an 
argument position, that is a complement of the verb. It is possible to say: 
     F36) Jonii wa-ka-n-loba  iyei 
       Johni SA1a-past-OM-hit himi 
       John himself indeed hit him/her. 
 
This is possible because the object of the verb is the OM and not the full pronoun iye. 
  
Comment: Example (X1c) is not possible with any interpretation, reciprocal or reflexive. The 
IMPLICIT strategy is limited to certain verb classes, as mentioned in section 2.1.3. 
 

Now suppose that the verb chosen had been wash. As a native English speaker, I might 
respond as follows.  
 
     X2a) John washed. 
   John  wa-ka-angula. 
   John1a SA1a-past-wash 
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         b) John washed himself. 
   John  wa-ka-zwi-angu-dz-a. 
   John1a SA1a-past-REFLEX.-wash-morpheme-FV 
         c) The boys washed. 
   Baisana ba-ka-angula. 
   Boys2  SA2-past-wash 
         d) The boys washed each other. 
   Baisana ba-ka-angu-dz-an-a. 
   Boys  SA1a-past-wash-morpheme-RECIP.-FV 
         e) The boys washed one another. (same as (d)). 
   Baisana ba-ka-angu-dz-an-a. 
   Boys  SA1a-past-wash-morpheme-RECIP.-FV 
         f)*John washed him. 
   Johni  wa-ka-angu-dz-a      iyei 
   John1a SA1a-past-wash-morpheme-FV him 
 
Comment: It seems that example X2b is used in the event where it was expected that someone 
else would wash John but that did not happen and so John ended up washing himself. At least 
that seems to be the contrast between X2a and X2b type sentences in Ikalanga. The difference 
between X2a and X2b is probably also brought about by the particular verb angula ‘wash’. In the 
example below, the sentence cannot mean ‘John cut himself’. It can only mean ‘John cut 
something’ given an appropriate discourse context. 
  F37) Joni wa-ka-cheka. 
   Joni1a SA1-past-cut  
   John cut. 
 
     X3a)*John saw himself's mother. 
   *Joni  wa-ka-zwi-bona    mme-abe. 
    John1a SA1a-past-REFLX-see  mother-his 
 
         b)*John washed mother, 
   John  wa-ka-angudza mme. 
   John1a SA1a-past-wash mother 

John washed (my) mother. (In Ikalanga, the use of a noun such as mme without a 
determiner implies that the ‘mother’ is the speaker’s. 

         
        c)?John and Bill saw each other's mother. 
   Joni na Bill ba-ka-bon-el-an-a   bomayi. 
   John1a and Bill1a SA1a-past-see-APPL.-RECIP.-FV mothers2a 

   John saw Bill’s mother and Bill saw John’s. 
 
Comment: But 
   W26)*Joni  na  Bill ba-ka-bon-el-an-a      mayi. 
     John1a and Bill1a SA1a-past-see-APPL.-RECIP.-FV mother1a 

      John saw Bill’s mother and Bill saw John’s. 
If the singular noun mme ‘mother’ is used, then the sentence sounds ungrammatical. 
 
         d)?*John and Bill saw one another's mother. 
    Joni  na  Bill ba-ka-bon-el-an-a      bomayi. 
    John1a and Bill1a SA1a-past-see-APPL.-RECIP.-FV mothers2a 
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    John saw Bill’s mother and Bill saw John’s. 
 
Comment: ‘One another’ and ‘each other’ are not distinguished in Ikalanga. Sentences X3c and 
d are both grammatical in Ikalanga as long as the object NP mme  is plural. 
 
          e) John and Bill saw their mother. 
   Joni  na  Bill ba-ka-bona  mme-abo. 
   John1a and Bill1a SA2-past-see mother-their 
 

f) John washed/saw his mother. 
Joni wa-ka-bona  mme-abe. 
John1a SA1a-past-see mother-his. 

 
Comment: I had to change the verb to wash to test the implicit strategy, since that strategy is 
generally impossible with see, but it doesn't help and plurality wouldn't make a difference. We 
don't have a possessive x-self form, but a pronoun works for coreference here with a singular or 
plural antecedent. For some reason, the reciprocals sound odd in this construction, but they 
improve a lot if we replace mother with mothers. Then I would accept (X3c) completely, but 
maybe (X3d) is still ?. Incidentally, the plural pronoun in (X3e) does not appear to have a 
reciprocal reading, but maybe it is just vague. 
 
4.1 Clausemate coconstrual 
4.1.1  Verb class restrictions 
 
4.1.1.1  Canonical transitives  
 
      C1a) Bob saw X. 
   Bob wa-ka-zwi-bona. 
   Bob1a SA1a-past-REFLX-see 
   Bob saw himself. 
           b) The women described X. 
Comment: No verb for ‘describe’ in Ikalanga. 
 
           c) You(pl.) kicked X. 
   Ma-ka-zwi-raga. 
   SA1-past-REFLX-kick. 
   You kicked yourselves. 
           d) They praised X 
   Ba-ka-zwi-khuza. 
   SA1a-past-REFLX-praise 
   They praised themselves.  
 
4.1.1.2  Commonly reflexive predicates - Can this strategy be used with verbs of grooming, 
inalienable-possession objects, etc?  
 
      C3a) Donna washed X. (X = Donna) 
    Donna  wa-ka-zwi-angudz-a. 
    Donna1a SA1a-past-REFLX-wash 
    Donna washed herself. 
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           b) Don cut X's hair. (X = Don). 
    Don wa-ka-zwi-kera. 
    Don1a SA1a-past-REFLX-cut hair 
    Don cut himself. (i.e cut his own hair). 
           c) The girl cut X [unintentionally] (X = the girl) 
    Ngwanana wa-ka-zwi-cheka. 
    Girl1a   SA1a-past-REFLX-cut 
    The girl cut herself. 
  d)  Ngwana wa-ka-zwi-baya. 
    Child  SA1a-past-REFLX-pierce 
   The child pierced himself/herself. 
  e)  Nlume wa-ka-zwi-landula. 
    Man1  SA1-past-REFLX-deny. 
   The man denied that he had done something. 
  f)  Nkadzi wa-ka-zwi-bat-is-a. 
    woman1 SA1a-past-REFLX-catch-morpheme-FV 
   The woman made herself to be caught. 
 
4.1.1.3  Psychological predicates.  
 
      C4)ai) John hates/fears X 
    Joni  u-no-zwi-shima. 
    John1a SA1a-pres.-REFLX-hate 
 
   aii) Joni u-no-zwi-cha. 
    John1a SA1a-pres.-REFLX-fear 
           b) John is ashamed of X 
    Joni u-no-zwi-batisa  shoni. 
    John1a SA1a-pres.-REFLX-hold shame. 
    Lit. ‘John is held by shame’. 
           c) John is worried about X 
    Joni u-no-zwi-tshwenya 
    John1a SA1a pres.-REFLX-worry 
    John worries (about John or about someone else.) 
Comment: with verbs like ‘worry’ where there is an implied object, Ikalanga seems to be happy to 
leave out the implied object, making the sentence ambiguous between John worrying about 
himself and John worrying about someone else. 
 
           d) John is proud of X 
    Joni u-no-zwi-da 
    John SA1a-pres.-REFLX-like/proud 
   Lit. “Jon likes himself’  
           e) John worries/troubles/pleases X 
    Joni u-no-zwi-shath-is-a. 
    John SA1a-pres.-REFLX-please-morpheme-FV 
    John pleases himself. 
 
4.1.1.4. Creation and destruction predicates. Provide examples in addition to (C5) using verbs of 
creation (e.g., "sew", "make", "form") or destruction (e.g. "kill", "eliminate", "make disappear"). 
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      C5a) The women will destroy X 
    Bakadzi ba-noo-zwi-bulaya. 
    Women2 SA2-will-REFLX-destroy/kill 
           b) The machines built X (X = themselves) 
    Dzimeshine dza-ka-zwi-bumba. 
    Machines10 SA10past-REFLX-build 
  c)  Balume ba-ka-zwi-dzimidza. 
    Men2  SA2-past-REFLX-disappear 
   The men made themselves disappear. 
   d)  Bakadzi ba-ka-zwi-thum-il-a   thako. 
    Women2 SA2-past-REFLX-sew-APPL-FV dresses 
   The women sewed themselves dresses. 
  e)  Banana  ba-ka-zwi-tham-il-a   nzi. 
    Girls2  SA2-past-REFLX-make-APPL-FV home 
   The girls made themselves a home. 
 
4.1.1.5. Verbs of representation. Reflexive versions of these verbs include instances where 
individuals act on their own behalf, rather than have someone act in their name or for them. 
      C6a) The boys represented X. 
   Baisana ba-ka-zwi-m-il-a. 
   Boys2  SA2-past-REFLX-represent-APPL-FV 
           b) John spoke for X. 
   John wa-ka-zwi-lebelek-el-a. 
   John SA1a-past-REFLX-spoke-APPL-FV 
 
4.1.2   Argument position pairings 
 
4.1.2.1 Subject-indirect object  
      C7a) Mary gave the gift to X (X = Mary) 
    Mary wa-ka-zwi-pa     chipo. 
    Mary SA1a-past-REFLX-give gift 
           b) John showed the house to X (X = John) 
     John  wa-ka-zwi-lakidza   ngumba. 
    John1a SA1a-past-REFLX-show house 
 
For comparison, also provide judgements for the following: 
     C8a) Mary gave X the gift (X = Mary) 
    *Mary wa-ka-m-pa  chipo 
     Mary1a SA1a-past-OM1-give gift 
Comment: The OM cannot be co-referent with Mary. 
 
          b) John showed X to the children (X = John) 
    John wa-ka-n-lakidza  bana. 
    John SA1a-past-OM1-show children 
Comment: The OM cannot be coreferent with John. 
 
4.1.2.2  Oblique arguments      
     C9ai) Dan talked to X. 
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    Dan wa-ka-lebeleka ega. 
    Dan1 SA1a-past-talk  alone 
Comment: There is no way to express C9 in Ikalanga using a preposition. 
  aii)*Dan wa-ka-zwi-lebeleka  
                Dan  SA1a-past-REFL-talk 
          bi) Dan told Mary about X (X = Dan) 
    Dan wa-ka-budza Mary ne kukwe. 
    Dan1a SA1a-past-tell Mary1a about him 
Comment: This sentence is ambiguous: Dan told Mary about himself or Dan told Mary about 
him, where ‘him’ is some third party. 
          bii) Dan   wa-ka-zwi-budza  Mary. 
                Dan1a SA1-past-REFL.-introduce Mary1a 
                Dan introduced himself to Mary. 
                Dan told Mary about himself. 
Comment: The first interpretation that comes to mind in this sentence is that budza now means 
introduced. Although it is possible for the sentence to mean ‘Dan told Mary about himself’, that is 
the less usual way of expressing such a sentence. 
          c) Dan gave X a book. 
    Dan wa-ka-pa   iye  buka. 
    Dan1a SA1a-past-give  him/her book 
Comment: ‘Him/her’ can only refer to someone other than Dan. To refer to Dan, only the 
reflexive zwi- is permitted. 
 
4.1.2.3  Subject-adjunct - Provide some examples of coreference between a subject and an 
adjunct, e.g., a locative PP. If appropriate translations are not prepositional objects, try to 
construct appropriate examples. 
 
     C10a) Mary saw a snake behind X (X = Mary) 
    Mary wa-ka-bona nyoka shule kukwe 
    Mary1a SA1a-past-see snake9 behind her/him 
            b) Mary called me because of an article about X (X = Mary) 

Mary  wa-ka-ndi-lidzila  nekwe  pampiri ya-ka-kwa-gw-a    ne  kukwe 
  Mary1a SA1a-past-OM1-call about    paper9  SA9-past-write-pass.-FV about her/him 
            
     c) John offended Mary because of X (X = John) 
  N.B Can’t think of a way of creating a meaningful sentence of this nature in Ikalanga. 
           
      d) We laughed in spite of X 

Comment: No way of expressing this in Ikalanga; there is no equivalent of ‘in spite’ or a 
near substitute. 

 
4.1.2.4  Ditransitives and double complements- Can the strategy be used to indicate coreference 
between the two non-subject arguments of a verb?.  
 
     C11a) Mary showed Hal to X. 
            b) Mary showed X to Hal. 
            c) Bill gave Hal X. 
            d) Bill gave X Hal. 
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Comment: For sentences C11a-d, the construction in Ikalanga is the same, no oblique form is 
used. All of these sentences would take the form: 
     F38) Mary  wa-ka-lakidza  Hal Hal. 
       Mary1a Sa1a-past-show Hal1a Hal1a 
            
    e)  Mary told/asked the boys about themsleves/each other. 
    Mary  wa-ka-buzwa baisana ne  kwabo. 
    Mary1a SA1a-past-ask boys2  about themselves/them  
(N.B both the reflexive and pronoun interpretation are possible here) 
   
   f)   Mary showed/introduced/presented the boys to each other. 

   Mary  wa-ka-zibis-ana     baisana. 
   Mary1a SA1a-past-introduce-RECIP boys2 

Comment: For (C11f), the only way to express this sentence is through the reciprocal : adding –
ana to the verb.  As per request, here are other cases where the antecedent of the -ana- might 
not be a subject. Recally that if a –y- occurs within the reciprocal morpheme, it means ‘cause to 
do something’. 
  F39) Mary wa-ka-luk-is-an-a   banana 
   Mary1a SA1-past-plait-cause-RECIP.-FV girls2 
   Mary made the girls plait each other. 
 
  F40) John wa-ka-gw-is-any-a   ngombe. 
   John1a SA1-past-fight-cause-RECIP.-FV cows 
   John made the cows fight each other. 
 
  F41) John wa-ka-thul-any-a   koloi. 
   John1a SA1-past-hit-cause-RECIP.-FV car 
   John made the cars hit one another. 
 
4.1.2.5  Two internal arguments or adjuncts - Consider X=Hal in (C12).  
 
     C12a) Bill talked about Hal to X.  
    Bill wa-ka-lebeleka na Hal ne kukwe. 
    Bill1a SA1a-past-talk  about Hal to him 
Comment: kukwe could refer to Hal or to a third party. 
 
           b) Mary talked about X to Hal. 
    Mary wa-ka-lebeleka ne kukwe na Hal. 
    Mary SA1a-past-talk  about him with Hal 
Comment:Here ne kukwe cannot be co-referent with Hal; it can only mean someone else. 
           

 c) Mary talked to Hal about X 
        Mary talked to Hal about X (himself) 
          Mary   wa-ka-lebeleka na Hal ne ku-kwe. 
        Mary1a SA1-past-talk with Hal1a about of-him/her 
Comment: This sentence is ambiguous between ‘Mary talked to Hal about Hal’ and ‘Mary talked 
to Hal about some other person’. 
 
           d) Mary talked to X about Hal. 
Comment: Same structure as in C12c and same observation holds. 
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4.1.2.6  Clausemate noncoarguments 
Possessives - Give examples based on the following sentences, and/or by constructing 
analogous examples from reflexive sentences from the previous sections. For each of (C13) and 
(C14), X = Nick. 
 
     C13a) Nick telephoned X's mother. 
   Nick  wa-ka-lidzila   mme  (b)abe.  
   Nick1a SA1a-past-telephone mother his. 
Comment: Usually the /b/ is not pronounced. 
         
           b) Nick combed X's hair. 
   Nick  wa-ka-kama  mavudzi a-we. 
   Nick1a SA1a-past-comb hair6  Agr6- -his 
           c) Nick spoke to X's boss. 

 Nick  wa-ka-lebeleka na  basi u-we. 
 Nick1a SA1a-past-talk  with boss1 Agr1-his 

       d) Nick put X's book on the table. 
 Nick  wa-ka-biga  buka i-ye  mu tafole. 
 Nick1a SA1a-past-put book9 Agr9-his on  table9  

   e) The king gave Nick a prize in X's village.  
   She wa-ka-pa  Nick chipo mu nzi   u-we. 
   King1 SA1a-past-give Nick gift7 in  village Agr1-his 
Comment: Ambiguous: the village could Nick’s or the King’s) 
 
   f) The boys washed X's face. 

 Baisana ba-ka-angudza  buso gug-we 
 Boys2  SA2-past-wash  face14 Agr14-his 

      
C14a) Nick's father admires X. 
   Tate  ba  Nick  ba-no-n-da. 
   Father2a of2a Nick1a SA2-pres.-OM1-like/love 
 
      b) Nick's ambition destroyed X. 
Comment: Not translatable. 
 
      c) Nick's mother sold X's car. 
   Mme  ba  Nick  ba-ka-tengesa koloi i-ye 
   Mother2a of2a Nick1a SA2a-past-sell car9 Agr9-his. 
 
     X20a) The boys  saw pictures of themselves/each other/them 

     Baisana ba-ka-bona  zwitswantsho zwa-bo. 
     Boys2  SA2-past-see pictures8   Agr8-them 

Comment: Zwa-bo can be coconstrued with the boys or can refer to someone other than the 
boys. Ikalanga has no word for ‘each other’ (only the reciprocal verb suffix –ana-). The 
coconstrued reading for (X20a) has both a distributive reading (the boys indiviadually saw 
pictures of each of them) and a collective reading where the boys as a group saw pictures of the 
boys as a group. Perhaps changing the noun baisana to singular mbisana and using a universal 
quantifier such as nngwe ne nngwe makes a difference in terms of the ambiguity. 
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   F41'a) Mbisana nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-bona itshwanthso chiche. 
       Boy1       every and every  SA1-past-see picture  himself. 
       Every boy saw a picture of himself. 
          b) Mbisana nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-bona  itswhantsho chabo. 
       Boy1       every  and every SA1-past-see picture   theirs. 
       Every boy saw their picture ( a picture of the boys collectively) 
      c) Mbisana nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-bona  zwitshwantsho  zwabo. 
      Boy       every and every SA1-past-see pictures    theirs 
      Every boy saw their pictures (different pictures of the boys collectively or 
                          individual pictures of the boys) 
 
           b) Mary told the boys about pictures of themselves/each other/them 

Mary  wa-ka-budza baisana ne kwe zwitshwantsho  zwa-bo. 
Mary1a SA1a-past-tell boys2  about  pictures8    Agr8-them 

           c) The politicians planned attacks against each other. 
Mapolotiki ba-ka-rera   ku thasel-ana. 
Politicians2a SA2a-past-plan  to attack-RECIP. 

           d) The politicians faked/simulated attacks against themselves/them.  
Comment: Not translatable 
 
4.1.2.7  Demoted arguments - Refer back to the range of grammatical function-changing 
operations. For each one, construct some representative non-reflexive examples. Then apply 
each coreference strategy to various pairs of arguments and report their grammaticality status.  
 
 C15a)  Polly wa-ka-khuz-iw-a   ndi-ye. 
       Pooly SA1a-past-praise-PASS by-him/her 
Comment: Sentence is acceptable referring to Polly or someone else.  
 
         b) Polly was helped by X 
   Polly wa-ka-thus-iw-a   ndi-ye. 
   Poly SA1a-past-help-PASS by-him/her (see note above) 
Comment: Sentence is acceptable referring to Polly or someone else.  
 
        c) Little is known by Polly about X (X = Polly) 
   Akuto zi-gw-a chinjinji ne kukwe  ndi Polly. 
   Not know-PASS much  about him/her by Polly 
Comment: Ne-kukwe cannot be coreferent with ‘Polly’ but it can refer to someone else. 
 
        d) The wax melted itself 

Mafuta   a-ka-zwi-nyausa. 
Fat6  SA6-past-REFLX-melt 

         The fat melted itself. 
 
4.1.3   Properties of antecedents 
 
4.1.3.1  Pronouns, person and number - Consider all possible person/number combinations for 
the subject of the following sentence.  
      C16  a) I saw X. 
    Nda- ka-zwi-bona 
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    SA1-past-REFLX-see 
b) You saw X.   (etc.) 
     Wa-ka-zwi-bona 
 SA1-past-REFLX-see 
 You saw yourself. 

   c) Ba-ka-zwi-bona 
       SA2past-REFLX-see 
    They saw themselves 

 
N.B the same strategy is used for all persons, that is the reflexive zwi- is used for all persons. 
 
      C17a) I washed X. 
    Nda-ka-zwi-angudza. 
    SA1-past-REFLX-wash 
            b) I hate X. 
    Ndo-zwi-shima. 
    SA1-pres.-REFLX—hate 
        c) I told John about X (X = myself) 
    Nda-ka-zwi-budza  John 
    SA1a-past-REFLX-tell John1a 
            d) I saw a snake near X (X = myself) 
    Nda-ka-bona nyoka pejo na-mi. 
    SA1a-past-see snake9 near with-me 
            e) I am liked by X. 
    Ndo-d-iw-a  ndi X. 
    SA1pres.-PASS.- by X 
            f) I telephoned X's mother (X = myself) 
    Nda-ka-lidz-ila      mme  ba-ngu. 
    SA1a-past-telephone-APPL mother2 Agr2-me 
           g) My father admires X (X = myself) 
    Tate  ba- no-ndi-da. 
    Father2 SA2-pres.-OM1-like/love 
Comment: If kinship words such as tate,mme, kuku, basekulu, batetennini, batetegulu = father, 
mother, grandmother, uncle (maternal), uncle (paternal), grandfather respectively, are used 
without determiners such as babo (your), babe (his/her) , that means they are relations of the 
speaker.  
 
4.1.3.2  Animacy or humanity- If animacy plays a role in choice of strategy or if a strategy is 
restricted to human (or metaphorically human) entities, please give examples showing both 
success and failure of the strategy in a way that illustrates the difference. 
 
     C18a) History repeats X 
    Nako i-no-zwi-tendebudza. 
    Time SA9-pres.-REFLX-rotates 
          b) This type of fish cannibalizes X 
    Hobe iyeyi i-no-zwi-ja. 
    Fish9 this SA9-pres.-REFLX-eat 

    c)  This machine destroys X (e.g., after you use it) 
Moshine  iwoyu u-no-zwi-chinya. 
Machine9 this SA9-pres.-REFLX-destroy 
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4.1.3.2   Pronoun types - If your language has more than one class of subject pronouns (e.g., 
clitic and non-clitic), repeat the tests of the previous section for each type. Also repeat for null 
pronouns, if applicable. 
 

W26) a) Iyo i-no-zwi-tendebudza. 
      it SA9-pres.-REFLX-rotates 
              b) This type of fish cannibalizes X 
      Iyo i-no-zwi-ja. 
      it SA9-pres.-REFLX-eat 

   c) This machine destroys X (e.g., after you use it) 
 Iwo u-no-zwi-chinya 
 It  SA9-pres.-REFLX-destroy 

W27) a) History repeats itself.  
 i-no-zwi-tendebudza. 

      SA9-pres.-REFLX-rotates 
               b)  This type of fish cannibalizes X 
      i-no-zwi-ja. 
      SA9-pres.-REFLX-eat 

   c) This machine destroys X (e.g., after you use it) 
 u-no-zwi-chinya 
 SA9-pres.-REFLX-destroy 

 
4.1.3.3   Quantifiers - Provide judgements for the following sentences.  
   C19a) Every woman saw X. 
    Nkadzi  nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-zwi-bona  
    Woman1  every and every SA1-past-REFLX-see (good)  
             b) Every child washed X. 
    Ngwana nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-zwi-angudza  
    Child  every and every SA1-past-REFLX.-wash (good)   
             c) Every student hates X. 
    Ngwana nngwe ne nngwe u-no-zwi-shima   
    Child  every and every SA1-pres.-REFLX-hates (good)  
             d) Every child saw a snake near X. 

  Ngwana nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-bona  nyoka pejo  na-ye   
  Child1 every and every SA1-past-see snake near of-him/her  (good) 

             e) Every child telephoned X's mother. 
  Ngwana nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-lidzila  mme ba-be . 
  Child every and every SA1a-past-telephone mother of-his/hers (good)  

             f) Every child's father admires X. 
  Tate  be ngwana nngwe ne nnwe ba-no-n-da  
  Father2  Agr2-of child1 every and every SA2-pres.-OM-like/love  (good) 

Comment: All the sentences are grammatical, both with a bound reading or a non-coconstrued 
reading. 
  
Repeat, replacing the quantifier "Every N" with "No N", and if any quantified antecedents behave 
differently from these, please provide the same paradigm. 
      C19'a) No woman saw X. 
    Akuna  nkadzi   wa-ka-zwi-bona  
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    No    woman1   SA1-past-REFLX.-see (good) 
             b) No child washed X. 
        Akuna ngwana  wa-ka-zwi-angudza  
            No    child  SA1-past-REFLX.-wash (good)  
             c) No student hates X. 
    Akuna ngwana u-no-zwi-shima   
    No    child  SA1-pres.-REFLX.-hates (good)  
             d) No child saw a snake near X. 

     Akuna ngwana wa-ka-bona  nyoka pejo  na-ye.   (good) 
    No   child1  SA1-past-see snake near of-him/her   

             e) No child telephoned X's mother. 
  Akuna ngwana wa-ka-lidzila   mme  babe. (good) 
  No   child  SA1a-past-telephone mother   his/hers 

             f) No child's father admires X. 
  Akuna tate  be           ngwana ba-no-n-da  
  No          father2 Agr2-of child1      SA2-pres.-OM-like/love   (good) 

Comment: Both No child’s father likes own child or No child’s father likes some other child are 
possible. 
 
4.1.3.4 Questioned antecedents - X is coreferent with the wh-word in all of the following (if 
C20e is possible in your language).  
 
      C20ai) Who saw X? 
    Ndiani  wa-ka-zwi-bona? 
    Who  WHagr-past-REFLX.-see  (good) 
       aii) Who saw X?  

  Wa-ka-zwi-bona   ndiani? 
    WHagr-past-REFLX-see who  (good) 
           bi) Who washed X? 

  Ndiani wa-ka-zwi-angudza? 
  Who  WHagr-past-REFLX-wash  (good)
bii)  Who washed X? 

Wa-ka-zwi-angudza  ndiani? 
WHagr-past-REFLX-wash who (good)

         ci) Who saw a snake near X? 
    Ndiani wa-ka-bona   nyoka pejo na-ye? 
    Who  WHagr-past-see snake near to-him/her 
Comment: Ambiguous: the snake could be near the speaker or someone else’s. 
 
     cii) Who saw a snake near X? 
    Wa-ka-bona  nyoka pejo na-ye  ndiani?  (good) 
    WHagr-past-see snake near to-him/her who 
Comment: Ambiguous: the snake could be near the speaker or someone else’s. 
             di) Who telephoned X's mother? 
    Ndiani wa-ka-lidzila    mme  ba-be  ? 
    Who  WHagr-past-telephone mother Agr2-of his/hers 
Comment: Ambiguous: the mother could be the speakers or someone else’s. 
 
     dii) Who telephoned X's mother? 

  Wa-ka-lidzila    mme  ba-be  ndiani? 
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    WHagr-past-telephone mother Agr2-of his/hers who 
Comment: Ambiguous: the mother could be the speakers or someone else’s. 
 
             ei) Whose father admires X? 
    Ndi Tate  ba  ani ba-no-n-da?   (good) 
    Foc. Father2 Agr2  who WHagr-pres.-OM-like/love  
                   Whosei father loves himi? 
Comment: Ambiguous: OM could be the one whose father it is or someone else. 
 

eii) Whose father admires X? 
    ba-no-n-da   ndi tate ba ani? 
    WHagr-pres.-OM-like/love  foc. father2 Agr2  who 
    Whosei father loves whoj? 
Comment: It doesn’t  feel right for the OM to co-refer with the WH phrase in this sentence 
although I’m quite comfortable with the previous example. 
 
4.1.3.6   Reverse binding  
      C21a) X saw Fred. 
            b) X saw us. (X = us) 
            c) X saw a snake behind Fred. 
            d) X impressed Fred  
            e) Bill spoke to X about Fred.  
            f) Bill told X about Fred 
            g) X was praised by Fred. 
            h) X is liked by you. (X = you) 
Comment: Since the reflexive is indicated by the morpheme zwi- on the verb, therefore these 
sentences cannot be translated.  
 
C22a. Neo wa-ka-bona  Nchidzi. 
   Neo1a SA1a-past-see Nchidzi1a 
   Neo saw Nchidzi. 
 
   b) Wa-ka-bona Nchidzi,   Neo. 
   SA1a-past-see Nchidzi1a Neo1a. 
   She saw Nchidzi, Neo. 
 
   c) Nchidzi,  Neo wa-ka-m-bona. 
   Nchidzi1a Neo1a SA1a-past-OM-see 
   Nchidzi, Neo saw him/her. 
Comment: Ikalanga allows argument scambling, but as already noted, the language has no 
indepependent reflexives, therefore this may not be of interest. However below are examples of 
how arguments can be scrambled in Ikalanga. 
  F42) Wa-ka-zwi-pisa, Nchidzi. 
   SA1-past-REFLX-burn, Nchidzi1a 
   Nchidzi burnt himself. 
 
  F43) Wa-ka-zwi-luma  Nchidzi 
   SA1-past-REFLX-bite  Nchidzi1a 
   Nchidzi bit himself. 
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  F44) Wa-ka-zwi-ngapa,  Nchidzi. 
   SA1-past-REFLX.-scratch Nchidzi1a 
   Nchidzi scratched himself. 
 
4.1.4  Some matters of interpretation 
4.1.4.1   Distribution, reflexivity and reciprocity - Select and translate a simple example 
illustrating the using a clausemate coreference strategy successfully, such as (C23). 
 
      C23i) The women help themselves 
                Bakadzi         banozwithusa 
                Ba-kadzi       ba-no-thus-a 
                SA2-women  SA2-present-REFLEX-help-fv 
            ii) The women help each other 
                Bakadzi         banothusana 
                ba-kadzi        ba-no-thus-an-a 
                SA2-woman  SA2-present-help-RECIP-fv 
Which of the following meanings can this (C23i) have? Say which it can have and which it can't 
have. We will say that if the form in place of X permits at least (C24a) or (C24f) as a reading, 
then the form in question permits a reciprocal interpretation. 
C24a) Each woman helps all (or almost all) of the women, excluding herself. 
            Interpretation supported by (C23ai): ( no) 
            Interpretation supported by (C23aii: (no) 
       b) Each woman helps all of the women, including herself. 
            Interpretation supported by (C23ai): ( no) 
            Interpretation supported by (C23aii: ( yes) 
        c) Each woman helps at least some of the other women. 
            Interpretation supported by (C23ai): ( no) 
            Interpretation supported by (C23aii: (no) 
         d) Each woman helps herself. 
            Interpretation supported by (C23ai): (Yes) 
            Interpretation supported by (C23aii: (no) 
         e) The women together as a group help the women together as a group. 
            Interpretation supported by (C23ai): ( no) 
            Interpretation supported by (C23aii: (possible) 
         f) Each woman helps one of the women other than herself, such that all of the 
                 women are helped by one of the others. 
            Interpretation supported by (C23ai): ( no) 
            Interpretation supported by (C23aii: (no) 
 
Comment: Ikalanga does not have many quantifiers and their form tends to be the same e.g. 
some = -ngwe (+ the noun class prefix), each/every = -ngwe ne –ngwe (+ noun class prefix) 
C24aii) Each woman helps all (or almost all) of the women, excluding herself. 
 Nkadzi  nngwe  ne  nngwe u-no-thusa   bakadzi  bose kuzhe kukwe. 
 Woman1  every  and  every  SA1a-pres.-help women2-2.all except her 
Comment: C24a: kukwe can either be interpreted as a reflexive or it can have third person 
singular pronoun interpretation. 
 
bii) Each woman helps all of the women, including herself. 
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Nkadzi  nngwe  ne  nngwe u-no-thusa   bakadzi bose na  iye-bo. 
Woman1  every  and  every  SA1a-pres.-help women2-2.all and her-too 

Comment: The more likely interpretation of this sentence is ‘The woman too helps the other 
women: the reflexive interpretation comes out best if we use the reflexive morpheme zwi- 
 
 cii) Each woman helps at least some of the other women. 

Nkadzi  nngwe  ne  nngwe u-no-thusa   bangwe be    bakadzi  
Woman1  every  and  every  SA1a-pres.-help some  Agr2-of  women  

 
 dii) Each woman helps herself. 

Nkadzi  nngwe  ne  nngwe u-no-zwi-thusa    
Woman1  every  and  every  SA1a-pres.-REFLX.-help 

Comment: C24c&d  are  grammatical sentences.  
 
 eii) The women together as a group help the women together as a group. 
     Bakadzi bose ba-no-thusa  bakadzi bose. 
     Women2 all  SA2-pres.-help  women all 

(literally ‘All the women help all the women’) 
fii) Each woman helps one of the women other than herself, such that all of the women are 
helped by one of the others. 

Nkadzi nngwe  ne  nngwe u-no-thusa   nkadzi nngwe 
Woman1 every  and  every  SA1a-pres.-help woman1 some/a 

  Every woman helps some woman /another woman. 
Comment: C24e &f are difficult to translate into Ikalanga. However, they sound very akward as 
they stand 
 
Translate each of the following examples, which are compatible with collective action, and state 
their possible interpretations as above. 
      C25a) The women praised X. 

    Bakadzi ba-ka-zwi-khuza. 
   Women2 SA2-past-REFLX-praise. 
Comment:  Each woman praised herself/the women praised themselves as a group - Both 
interpretations possible. 
 

             b) The women will support X. 
    Bakadzi ba-noo-zwi-thusa . 
    Women2 SA2-will-REFLX-help 
    The women will help X.  
Comment: Collective and distributive readings possible. 
 
             c) The women photographed X. 
    Bakadzi ba-ka-zwi-fota      
    Women2 SA2-past-REFLX-photograph. 
 Comment: Collective and distributive readings possible. 
 

   d)The women betrayed X. 
        Bakadzi ba-ka-zwi-tsietsa   
        Women2 SA2-past-REFLX-betray 

Comment: Collective and distributive readings possible. 
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     C25'a) The women praised each other. 
        Bakadzi ba-ka-khuz-ana. 
       Women2 SA2-past-praise-RECIP. 

Comment: Collective and distributive readings possible.  
 
             b) The women will support each other. 
    Bakadzi ba-noo-thus-ana . 
    Women2 SA2-will-help-RECIP 
Comment: The women will help X. (both readings) 
 
             c) The women photographed each other 
    Bakadzi ba-ka-fot-ana      
    Women2 SA2-past-photograph-RECIP 
Comment: Collective and distributive readings possible. 
 

d) The women betrayed X. 
Bakadzi ba-ka-tsiets-ana   
Women2 SA2-past-betray-RECIP  

Comment: Collective and distributive readings possible. 
 
Comment: The reflexive does not permit reciprocal readings and the reciprocal does not permit 
reflexive readings. Both reflexive and reciprocal allow collective and distributive readings. 
 
4.1.4.2   Reciprocal readings - Complete this section only if your strategy allows a reciprocal 
reading (i.e., permits a reading like those in (C24a) or (C24f). If the strategy is ambiguous, make 
sure to use verbs that allow the reciprocal interpretation. 
 
a) Which of the following verbs can the strategy be applied to? 
 
      C26) "meet",  "see",  "fight",  "speak",  "hit" 
 
“see, speak, hit”,  these three work with both the reflexive and the reciprocal. 
 
b) Does the strategy allow the constructions where X is understood to be a reciprocal which has 
a plural antecedent consisting of John and Bill (i.e., it would be understood as "John and Bill saw 
each other").  
 
Comment: Both the reciprocal and the reflexive can have plural antecedents.  
 
Are both "see" and "meet" possible in (C27), or is only one sort of verb acceptable? 
      C27) John met/saw X with Bill (Meaning: "John and Bill met/saw each other.") 
         i) Joni wa-ka-shangan-a na Bill. 
   J1 SA1-past-meet-FV with B1 
            John met with Bill. 
        ii) Joni na Bill ba-ka-shangan-a. 
  J1 and B1 SA2-past-meet-FV 
 John and Bill met. 
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Comment: I suppose it comes to this…the two translations I have given here ‘John met with Bill’ 
and ‘John and Bill met’...are these synonymous in English? Also, -an with this verb this verb may 
be lexicalized) 
      iii. Joni wa-ka-bon-an-a  na Bill 
 J1 SA1-past-see-RECIP-FV with B1 

 John and Bill saw one another. 
      iv. Joni na Bill ba-ka-bon-an-a. 
 J1 and B1 SA2-past-see-RECIP.-FV 
 John and Bill saw one another. 
      v.J oni wa-ka-tuk-an-a  na Bill. 
 J1 SA1-past-quarrel-RECIP-FV with B1 

 John and Bill fought with one another. 
      vi. Joni na Bill ba-ka-tuk-an-a. 
 J1 and B1 SA2-past-quarrel-RECIP.-FV 
 John and Bill fought with one another. 
     vii. Joni wa-ka-ngwang-an-a   na Bill. 
           J1 SA1-past-scratch-RECIP.-FV  with B1 

           John and Bill scratched one another. 
    viii. Joni na Bill ba-ka-ngwang-an-a 
           J1 and B1 SA2-past-scratch-RECIP-FV 
           John and Bill scratched one another. 
      ix. Joni wa-ka-lebes-an-a  na  Mary. 
           J1 SA1-past-talk-RECIP.-FV with M1 
           John and Mary talked (to each other). 
       x. Joni na Mary ba-ka-lebes-an-a. 
           J1 and M1 SA2-past-talk-RECIP.FV 
           John and Mary talked (to each other). 
 
Comment: I don’t know if there is a difference in terms of the meanings of the conjoined and 
comitative  examples. At one point I thought the comitative examples imply that John initiates the 
action. But even if that is the case, the reciprocal still comes before the second part of the 
subject na Bill, so the question of asymmetric readings still remains unanswered. 
Comment: It is unclear whether or not emphasis distinguishes these readings from conjoined 
subject cases. 
     xi.  Joni  iye  wa-ka-bon-an-a  na Bill. 
           John1a  he  SA2-past-see-RECIP.FV with Bill1a 
          John himself and Bill did see each other. 
    xii. Joni  iye  wa-ka-shang-an-a  na Bill. 
          John1a  he  SA1-past-meet-RECIP.-FV with Bill1a 
    John himself did meet with Bill. 
 
c) Is there any difference in the range of interpretations permitted for (C28a) as opposed to 
(C28b), or any difference in reciprocal strategies that support these interpretations? If so, tell us 
what you think the problem is and provide pairs like these for subsequent tests in this section 
(and let us know if male/female gender pairings introduce any complications). 
 
      C28a) John and Mary praised X. 
        John  na  Mary  ba-ka-khuz-ana  . 
   John1a and Mary1a SA2-past-praise-RECIP 
   John and Mary praised each other. . 
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             b) The women praised X. 
   Bakadzi  ba-ka-khuz-ana  . 
   Women2  SA2-past-praise-RECIP.  
   The women praised each other. 
Comment: Both distributed and groups and large plurals take the same reciprocal morpheme –
ana. 
 
d) Can the strategy express reciprocity between a subject and an indirect object? 
      C29a) John and Mary spoke to X. 
Comment: Not possible 
             b) John and Mary met with X. 
             c) John and Mary gave this book to X. 
Comment: Not possible 
 
e) Long-distance reciprocal readings - For any of the strategies that permit a reciprocal reading, 
can the following sentence be translated to mean "Bill thinks he likes Mary, and Mary thinks she 
likes Bill"? 
Comment: Yes. 
      C30)  Bill and Mary think that they like X. 

Bill na  Mary  ba-no-alakana  kuti ba-no-d-ana. 
Bill1a and Mary1a SA2-pres.-think that SA2-pres.-like-RECIP  

 
4.2    Cross-clausal binding 
4.2.1  Coreference relations across typical tensed clausal complement 

Please translate each example in this section choosing predicates that seem to most 
closely match the ones employed below.  
 
      X8) Jean a     dit   que Marie s'aime. (*SE = Jean, OK SE = Marie) 
             Jean has said that Marie SE loves 
            "Jean said that Marie loves him." 
   
 X8i)BoJoni  ba-ka-ti   Mary  u-no-ba-da. 
    Joni2a   SA2a-past-say Mary1a SA1a-pres.-OM2-love 
    John and his friends said that Mary loves them. 
Comment: The OM is coreferent with the subject of the higher clause, i.e. BoJoni, a noun that 
belongs to Noun class 2. Construing the OM with the subject of the lower clause results in 
ungrammaticality. 
 
 X8ii)*BoJoni  ba-ka-ti   Mary  u-no-n-da. 

   Joni2a   SA2a-past-say Mary1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-love 
    John and his friends said that Mary loves them. 

 
4.2.1.1 Tensed complement, long distance relations, anaphor in situ - Please provide 
translations for all of these sentences where X is Jack. 
 
      D1a) Jack said that X is smart. 
   Jack  a-ka-ti   wá-ka-chenjela. 
   Jack1a SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-smart 
           b) Jack knows that George likes X. 
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   Jack  u-no-ziba   kuti George  u-no-ń-da. 
   Jack1a SA1a-pres.-know that George1a SA1a-pres.-OM1a-like 
           c) Jack knows that Bill said that X is smart. 
   Jack  u-no-ziba   kuti Bill wa-ka-ti   wá—ka-chenjela. 
   Jack1a SA1a-pres.-know that Bill1a SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-smart 
           d) Jack thinks that Lisa knows that Wendy likes X. 
  Jack  u-no-alakana  kuti Lisa u-no-ziba   kuti Wendy u-no-ń-da. 
 Jack1a SA1a-pres.-think that Lisa1a SA1a-pres.-know that Wendy1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
           e) Jack thinks that Lisa knows that X likes Alice. 
  Jack  u-no-alakana  kuti Lisa u-no-ziba   kuti ú-no-da    Alice. 
  Jack1a SA1a-pres.-think that Lisa1a SA1a-pres.-know that SA1a-pres.-like  Alice 
 
           f) Sarah told Jack that Lisa loves X. 
   Sarah wa-ka-budza Jack kuti Lisa u-no-ń-da. 
   Sarah1a SA1a-past-tell Jack that Lisa1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-love 
  g)  Sarah told Jack that X loves Wendy. 
   Sarah wa-ka-budza Jack kuti ú-no-da    Wendy. 
   Sarah1a SA1a-past-tell Jack that SA1a-pres.-love Wendy1a 
 
Comment:  Object Markers (OMs) and Subject Agreement Markers (SAs) seem to be preferred 
in long distance coreference. In fact, full pronouns would not be used in these cases except for 
purposes of contrast or focus. 
 
      D2a) Jack admitted that Mary loved X. 
   Jack  wa-ka-duma  kuti Mary  u-no-n-da. 
   Jack1a SA1a-past-admit that Mary1a SA1a-pres.-OM-love 
 
   Jack  wa-ka-duma  kuti Mary  u-no-da.    iye 
   Jack1a SA1a-past-admit that Mary1a SA1a-pres.-love him  
 
           b) Jack suspected that Mary loved X. 
   Jack  u-no-belaela   kuti Mary  u-no-n-da. 
   Jack1a SA1a-pres.-suspect that Mary1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-love. 
 
   Jack  u-no-belaela   kuti Mary  u-no-da    iye. 
   Jack1a SA1a-pres.-suspect that Mary1a SA1a-pres.-love. him 

Comment: Full pronoun iye suggests contrast. 
 

Please also test adjuncts, such as those in (D3), where X = Jeff. 
 
      D3a) Jeff complained about Mary when Ella blamed X 
   Jeff wa-ka-ngongoreka nekwa Mary  a  Ella e-m-bona  nlandu. 
   Jeff1a SA1a-past-compalin about  Mary1a when Ella1a SA1a-OM-find fault 
 
   Jeff wa-ka-ngongoreka nekwa Mary  a  Ella e-bona  iye nlandu. 
   Jeff1a SA1a-past-compalin about  Mary1a when Ella1a SA1a--find him fault 
 
           b) Jeff returned home when/before/after X became tired.  
   Jeff wa-ka-gwilila  kanyi  asathu a-ka-nyala. 
   Jeff SA1a-past-return home  before SA1a-past-tire 
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Comment: It seems like the use of a full pronoun in the embedded clause in this sentence would 
be very awkward. 
 
           c) When/before/after Mary wrote to X, Jeff returned home. 
 Mary  wa-ka-ti   asathu a-ka-n-kwal-ila,      Jeff a-kabe-e-buya    kanyi. 
 Mary1a SA1a-past-say before SA1a-past-OM1-write-APPL Jeff1a SA1a-past-SA1a-return home 
Comment: Full pronoun not preferred in this sentence. 
 
           d) Jeff left without Mary seeing X. 
    Jeff wa-ka-enda  Mary  a-singa  m-bone. 
    Jeff1a SA1a-past-go Mary1a SA1a-not  OM1-see 
Comment: Full pronoun not possible in place of the OM here. 
 
           e) Mary condemned Jeff without meeting X. 
Comment: I can’t think of a close substitute for the word ‘condemn’. 
Comment: Neither reflexives nor reciprocals can be used in long distance coreference.  
 

Please also let us know if differences in gender, plurality or person make a difference for 
which strategy succeeds. For example, if you replace Jack in all of the Jack sentences with first 
person "I" or second person "you" does the pattern change in any way? 
 
Comment: No change in pattern due to change in the person/number  of the subject. 
 
4.2.1.2 Climbing from tensed complements -  This test applies particularly to reflexives in close 
association with a verb, either as affixes or clitic pronouns, but there are some languages where 
a form of focus movement can place a more an argument-marked anaphor in a higher clause. 

 
Comment: These do not appear to be possible - more questions in follow-up. 
Comment: Ikalanga doesn’t always have small clauses: A sentence such ‘John believes himself 
to be intelligent’ translates into two tensed clauses as follows: 
 
     F45) John  u-no-duma    kuti wa-ka-chenjela. 
       John1a SA1a-pres.-believes that SA1a-past-smart/intelligent 
 
4.2.2  Long distance relations and the variety of clausal embedding types - Consider what 
a list of major clause embedding types in your language would include. 
  
     X12ai) I hope [to leave] 
    Ndo-solohela ku-enda 
    SA1a-hope  to go 

  aii)  I hope [for Bill to leave] 
  Ndo-solohela kuti Bill u-noo-enda. 
  SA1a-hope  that Bill1a SA1a-will-leave 

           aiii) I expect [Bill to be unpleasant] 
      Ndo-akalana  kuti Bill u-noo-be a-sa-ka-shatha. 
      SA1a-think  that Bill1a SA1a-will  SA1a-not-past-pleased 
      I think that Bill will not be pleased. 
           aiv) I persuaded Bill [to leave] 
      Nda-ka-thama  kuti Bill  a-ende. 
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      SA1a-past-made that Bill1a  SA1a-leave 
      I made Bill to leave. 
            b) I made [Bill leave]  
Comment: Same as the persuade sentence above. 
            c) I saw [someone leaving] 
   Nda-ka-bona nngwe nthu  e-enda. 
   SA1a-past-see some  person SA1a-leave    
            d) I require [that he speak softly] 
   Ndo-shaka kuti a-lebelekele pasi 
   SA1a-want that SA1a-speak  soft 
            e) I consider [Bill unpleasant] 
   Ndo-wana Bill a-sa-ka-lulama 
   SA1a-find Bill SA1a-not-past-pleasant 
 
In this subsection, we want you to construct sentences along the lines of those presented for 
tensed clauses above adjusting for the different complement clause types allowed in your        
    D4a) Edgar asked Bill to trust X.  
     Edgar  wa-ka-kumbila  Bill kuti a-n-tshephe. 
     Edgar1a  SA1a-past-ask  Bill that SA1a-OM1-trust 
            b) Edgar asked Bill to give a book to X. 
         Edgar  wa-ka-kumbila  Bill kuti a-m-pe    buka. 
         Edgar1a SA1a-past-ask  Bill1a that SA1a-OM1-give  book 
            ci) Edgar asked Bill to talk to X. 
       Edgar  wa-ka-kumbila Bill kuti a-lebeleke na-ye. 
     Edgar1a      SA1a-past-ask Bill1a that SA1a-talk  with-him 
    cii)*Edgar  wa-ka-kumbila Bill kuti a-n-lebeleke  
      Edgar1a SA1a-past-ask Bill1a that SA1a-OM1 –talk 
Comment: (D4c) is ungrammatical, or should I say ‘unsemantic’. The verb lebeleka ‘talk’ seems 
to require a PP a complement and the OM is not a PP complement. So what the starred 
example actually means is ‘Edgar asked Bill to talk him’, which is also ungrammatical in English 
since a human being cannot be talked. 
           di) Edgar asked Bill to talk about X. 
     Edgar  wa-ka-kumbila Bill kuti a-lebeleke ne  kukwe. 
     Edgar1a SA1a-past-ask  Bill1a that SA1a-talk about him 
  dii)  *Edgar  wa-ka-kumbila  Bill kuti a-n-lebeleke. 
      Edgar1a SA1a-past-ask  Bill1a that SA1a-OM-talk 
 

e) Edgar expected Bill to trust X. 
   Edgar  wa-kabe-e-alakana  kuti Bill a-no-n-tshephe. 
   Edgar  SA1a-past-SA1a-think that Bill1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-trust  
 
           f) Edgar ordered Bill to pay X. 
   Edgar  wa-ka-dwa  Bill a-kati   a-n-lipe. 
   Edgar1a SA1a-past-tell Bill1a SA1a-that SA1a-OM1-pay 
   ‘Edgar told Bill that he should pay him’. 
 
           g) Edgar ordered Bill to say that X was smart. 
   Edgar wa-ka-dwa  Bill a-kati   a-ti   wa-ka-chenjela. 
   Edgar1a SA1a-past-tell Bill1a SA1a-that SA1a-say  SA1a-past-smart 
   ‘Edgar told Bill that he should say that he is smart. 
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h) Edgar ordered Bill to say that Mary loved X. 

    Edgar wa-ka-dwa  Bill a-kati   a-ti   Mary  u-no-n-da. 
    Edgar1a SA1a-past-tell Bill1a SA1a-that SA1a-say  Mary  SA1a-pres.-OM1-love 
    ‘Edgar told Bill to say that Mary loved him.’ 
 
If infinitives in your language permit lexical subjects, either by exceptional Casemarking, as in 
(D5), or by a more general strategy (in English tied to the complementizer for) as in (D6), please 
also provide examples of this type.  
 
      D5a) Edgar expects X to win. 
   Edgar u-no-alakana  kuti u-noo-kunda. 
   Edgar1a SA1a-pres.-think that SA1a-will-win 
   ‘Edgar thinks that he will win.’ 
 
           b) Edgar expects Bill to defeat X. 
   Edgar u-no-alakana  kuti Bill u-noo-n-kunda. 
   Edgar1a SA1a-pres.-think that Bill1a SA1a-will-OM1-defeat 
   ‘Edgar thinks that Bill will defeat him. 
 
      D6a) Edgar hopes for X to win. 
   Edgar u-no-emula   kuti u-nga-kunda. 
   Edgar1a SA1a-pres.-wish that SA1a-?-win 
   ‘Edgar wishes that he can win.’ 
 
           b) Edgar hopes for Bill to defeat X. 
    Edgar u-no-emula    kuti Bill u-nga-n-kunda. 
   Edgar1a SA1a-pres.-wish that Bill1a SA1a-?-OM1-deafeat 
   ‘Edgar wishes that Bill can defeat him.’ 
 
If the coreferent nominal can be a possessive, provide also examples like the following: 
 
      D7a) Edgar expects Bill to defeat X's brother. (No equivalent of ‘expect’) 
           b) Edgar hopes for Bill to defeat X's brother. 
   Edgar  u-no-emula   kuti Bill a-kunde   nkulu uwe. 
   Edgar1a SA1a-pres.-wish that Bill SA1a-defeat  brother his. 
   ‘Edgar wishes that Bill defeat his brother.’ 
           c) Edgar expects X's brother to defeat him. (No equivalent of ‘expect’) 
Comment: No equivalent of "expect."    
           d) Edgar hopes for Bill to defeat X's brother.  
Comment: No equivalent of "expect." 
 
Now try all of these "Edgar" sentences with climbing, such that the X argument is raised into the 
matrix clause.  
      D5c) Edgar X-expects to win. 
           d) Edgar X-expects Bill to defeat. 
Comment: Not possible. 
      D6c) Edgar X-hopes for to win. 
           d) Edgar X-hopes for Bill to defeat. 
Comment: Not possible 
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If your language permits small clauses, such as English John considers Mary intelligent, 

where intelligent is thus predicated of Mary

Comment: Some of the oddity in the data is brought about by difficulty in translation. Ikalanga 
has no word for implicate for example. I could translate (D9d) as follows for example, but that is 

, then try the following tests, where X = Tom. 
 
      D8ai) Tom considers X intelligent. 
    Tom  u-no-zwi-wana      a-ka-chenjela. 
    Tom1a SA1a-pres.-REFLX-consider SA1a-past-intelligent 
                "Tom considers himself intelligent." 
          aii) Tom na John ba-no-wanana ba-ka-chenjela 
                Tom1a and John SA2-pres-think-RECIP-fv SA2-past-intelligent 
                "Tom and John consider each other intelligent" 
           b) Tom considers Mary fond of X. 

 Tom  u-no-wana    Mary  e-nga   u-no-n-da. 
 Tom1a SA1a-pres.-consider Mary1a SA1a-seem SA1a-pres.-OM1-love 
 Literally (‘Tom considers Mary to seem to love him.’) 

           c) Tom considers Mary angry at X. 
Tom  u-no-wana    Mary  e-nga   wa-ka-n-tinegela 
Tom1a SA1a-pres.-consider Mary1a SA1a-seem SA1a-past.-OM1-angry 
Literally (‘Tom considers Mary to seem to be angry with him’.+ 

Comment: Reciprocals cannot work in these types of sentences. 
Comment: However, what seems to be evident is that most of the sentences above involve 
multiple embeddings is agreement morphemes are an indication of predication. For example, I 
would analyze example D8c as involving three clauses, the first predicated by wana, the next by 
–nga and the third by tinegela. 
 
4.2.3   Backwards anaphora 
If your language permits sentential subjects like those in D9, please indicate if coreference 
succeeds where X is a pronoun or anaphor coconstrued with Oliver.  
      D9a) That X was late upset Oliver. 
   Kuti a-be   a-ka-leita  kwa-ka-gwadza  Oliver. 
   That SA1a-be  SA1a-past-late Agrdefault-past-pain Oliver 
   That he was late, pained (upset) Oliver. 
           b) That X was late suggested that Oliver was guilty. 

Kuti a-be  a-ka-leita  ko-dwa   kuti Oliver u-nlandu. 
That SA1a-be SA1a-past-late Agrdefault-say that Oliver SA1a-guilty 
‘That he was late means that Oliver is guilty. 

           c) That X was late made Oliver look guilty. 
Kuti wa-ka-leita  kwa-ka-thama   kuti Oliver a-lingike  a-li-nlandu. 
That SA1a-past-late Agrdefault-past-made that Oliver SA1a-look SA1a-like-guilty 
‘That he was late made Oliver look like he was guilty. 

           di) That X was late implicated  Oliver. 
Kuti wa-ka-leita  kwa-ka-bilailisa    Oliver. 
That SA1a-past-late Agrdefault-past-suspicious Oliver 
‘That he was late made Oliver look suspicious.’ 

          dii) Kuti wa-ka-leita kwa-ka-thama  kuti Oliver a-bilae-gw-e. 
     That SA1-past-late SAdefault-past-make that Oliver1a-SA1-suspect-PASSIVE-FV 
     That he was late made Oliver be suspected. 
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at the expense of passivizing the lowest verb: 
Comment: Ikalanga has a default agreement morphme, namely k- or kw- depending on the 
tense. This default agreement system goes with abstract nouns, locatives and infinitives 
whenever they are used as subjects in a sentence. 
 
Section 4.3  Principle C-type effects 

In English it is not possible to interpret he=Malik or he=the boy in (E1), except in some 
exceptional discourse circumstances such as extra stress and/or focus (and then not for 
everybody). For all of these examples, give judgments that indicate whether or not it is possible 
in normal discourse circumstances for the pronoun to be either Malik or the boy. 
E1aii) He criticized Malik. 
 Wa-ka-tshwaya Malik  phoso. 
 A1-past-find  Malik1a  guilt. 
 He found Malik guilty. * he and Malik coreference. 
 
   1aii) *Wa-ka-tshwaya phoso Malik . 
 SA1-past-find  guilt Malik1a. 
E1b). He said Mariam criticized Malik. 
 Wa-kati Mariam wa-ka-tswaya Malik phoso. 
 SA1-say that Mariam1a SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt. 
 He said Mariam found Malik guilty. (*coreference between ‘he’ and ‘Malik’) 
E1c) He criticized the boy. 
 Wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 SA1-past-find boy1  guilt 
 He found the boy guilty. (*coreference ‘he’ and ‘boy’) 
E1d) He said Mariam criticized the boy. 
 Wa-kati Mariam wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 SA1-say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find boy1  guilt.    
Comment: *coreference ‘he’ and ‘boy’. 
 
E2a) His mother criticized Malik. 
 Mme-abe ba-ka-bona Malik phoso. 
 Mother-his SA1a-past-find Malik1a guilt  
Comment: *coreference ‘his’ and Malik. 
 
E2b) His mother said Mariam criticized Malik. 
 Mme-abe ba-kati  Mariam wa-ka-bona Malik phoso. 
 Mother-his SA1-say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt. 
Comment: Corerference possible between 'his' and Malik. 
 
E2c) His mother criticized the boy. 
 Mme-abe ba-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Mother-his SA1a-past-find boy1  guilt  
Comment: Coreference possible between 'his' and Malik. 
 
E2d) His mother said Mariam criticized the boy. 
 Mme-abe ba-kati  Mariam wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Mother-his SA1-say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find boy1  guilt. 
Comment: Coreference possible between 'his' and Malik. 
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E3a) The man who he liked criticized Malik. 
 Nlume wa-a-no-da  wa-ka-bona Malik phoso. 
 Man1 Rel1-SA1-pres.-like SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt. (Possible coreference) 
Comment: Coreference possible between embedded SA and Malik. 
 
E3b) The man who he liked criticized the boy. 
 Nlume wa-a-no-da  wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Man1 Rel1-SA1-pres.-like SA1-past-find boy1  guilt.  
Comment: Coreference possible between embedded SA and Malik. 
 
E3c) The man who liked him criticized the boy. 
 Nlume  u-no-n-da  wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Man1  SA1-pres.OM-like SA1-past-find boy1  guilt. 
Comment: Coreference possible between OM and ‘boy’. 
 
E4a) Malik criticized Malik. 
 Malik1a wa-ka-bona Malik1a  phoso. 
 Malik1 SA1-past-find Malik1  guilt  
Comment: Difficult to imagine a context where this would be acceptable. I’ve never heard 
anyone say anything like it though. I think the Ikalanga speakers would prefer a reflexive here. 
 
E4b) Malik  said Mariam criticized Malik. 
 Malik wa-kati Mariam wa-ka-bona Malik phoso. 
 Malik SA1-say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt. 
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'Malik'. 
 
E4c) The boy criticized the boy. 
 mbisana wa-ka-bona mbisana  phoso. 
 boy1  SA1-past-find boy1  guilt  
Comment: Difficult to imagine a context where this would be acceptable) 
 
E4d) The boy  said Mariam criticized the boy. 
 mbisana wa-kati Mariam wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Boy1  SA1-say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find mbisana1 guilt. 
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'mbisana'. 
 
E5a) Malik’s mother criticized Malik. 
 Mme ba Malik ba-ka-bona Malik1a  phoso. 
 Mother  of Malik1 SA2-past-find Malik1  guilt 
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'Malik'. 
 
E5b) Malik’s mother  said Mariam criticized Malik. 
 Mme ba Malik ba-kati  Mariam wa-ka-bona Malik phoso. 
 mother of Malik1a say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt. 
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'Malik'. 
 
E5c) The boy’s mother criticized the boy. 
 Mme be mbisana ba-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Mother  of boy1  SA2-past-find boy1  guilt 
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'mbisana'. 
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E5d) The boy’s mother said Mariam criticized the boy. 
 Mme be mbisana ba-kati   Mariam wa-ka-bona mbisana
 phoso. 
 Mother of boy1  SA1-say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find boy1 guilt. 
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'mbisana'. 
 
E6a) The man who Malik liked criticized Malik. 
 Nlume Malik wa-a-no-da  wa-ka-bona Malik phoso. 
 Man1 Malik1a Rel1-SA1-pres.-like SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt.  
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'Malik'. 
 
E6b) The man who the boy liked criticized the boy. 
 Nlume mbisana wa-a-no-da  wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Man1 boy1   Rel1-SA1-pres.-like SA1-past-find mbisana1 guilt.  
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'mbisana'. 
 
E6c) The man who liked the boy criticized the boy. 
 Nlume u-no-da mbisana wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Man1 Rel1-pres.-like boy1  SA1-past-find mbisana1 guilt.  
Comment: Coreference possible between first and second 'mbisana'. 
  
E7a) The boy criticized Malik. 
 mbisana wa-ka-bona Malik  phoso. 
 boy1  SA1-past-find Malik1a  guilt  
Comment: I think this is plain bad with ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’ as coreferent. 
 
E7b) The boy  said Mariam criticized Malik. 
 Mbisana a-kati  Mariam wa-ka-bona Malik phoso. 
 Boy1  say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt. 
Comment: Not possible with ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’ as coreferent. 
 
E7c) Malik criticized the boy. 
 Malik1a wa-ka-bona mbisana1  phoso. 
 Malik1 SA1-past-find boy1  guilt   
Comment: Not possible with ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’ as coreferent. 
 
E7d) Malik  said Mariam criticized the boy. 
 Malik wa-kati Mariam wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Malik1a say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find boy1  guilt. 
Comment: Not possible with ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’ as coreferent. 
 
E8a) The boy’s mother criticized Malik. 
 Mme be mbisana ba-ka-bona Malik  phoso. 
 Mother  of boy1  SA2-past-find Malik1a  guilt  
Comment: Not possible with ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’ as coreferent. 
 
E8b) The boy’s mother said Mariam criticized Malik. 
 Mme be mbisana ba-kati   Mariam wa-ka-bona Malik phoso. 
 Mother of boy1  SA1-say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt. 
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Comment: Coreference possible between ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’. 
 
E8c) Malik’s mother criticized the boy. 
 Mme ba Malik ba-ka-bona mbisana1a  phoso. 
 Mother  of Malik1 SA2-past-find boy1a  guilt 
Comment: Coreference possible between ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’. 
 
E8d) Malik’s mother  said Mariam criticized the boy. 
 Mme ba Malik ba-kati  Mariam wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Mother of Malik1a SA1 say-that Mariam1a SA1-past-find boy1  guilt. 
Comment: Coreference possible between ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’. 
 
E9a) The man who the boy liked criticized Malik. 
 Nlume mbisana wa-a-no-da  wa-ka-bona Malik  phoso. 
 Man1 boy1   Rel1-SA1-pres.-like SA1-past-find Malik1a guilt.  
Comment: No possible coreference between 'Malik' and 'the boy', 
 
E9b) The man who Malik liked criticized the boy. 
 Nlume Malik wa-a-no-da  wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Man1 Malik1a Rel1-SA1-pres.-like SA1-past-find boy1  guilt.  
Comment: Coreference possible between ‘boy’ and ‘Malik’. 
 
E9c) The man who liked Malik criticized the boy. 
 Nlume u-no-da Malik wa-ka-bona mbisana phoso. 
 Man1 Rel1-pres.-like Malik1a SA1-past-find mbisana1 guilt.  
Comment: No possible coreference between 'Malik' and 'the boy', 
 
E9d) The man who  liked the boy criticized Malik. 
 Nlume u-no-da mbisana wa-ka-bona Malik  phoso. 
 Man1 Rel1-pres.-like boy1  SA1-past-find Malik1a  guilt.  
Comment: No possible coreference between 'Malik' and 'the boy', 
 
4.4  More on long distance anaphor strategies 

If your language uses a special pronoun for LDA, it may be that the special pronoun has 
other uses. In some languages a special pronoun of this type is particularly required when 
referring back to the reported speaker or believer (a logophoric antecedent), as in D10. 
 
     D10) John believes he is guilty.  
  John  u-no-duma    kuti u-nlandu. 
  John1a SA1a-pres.-believe that SA1a-guilty 
Remark: Ikalanga has no logophoric pronoun strategy. 
 
4.4.1   Position of the antecedent - Long-distance coreference is often constrained in ways 
that local coreference is not Construct examples and give judgments where X = Zeke..  
      D11a) Larry told Zeke that Mike does not like X. 
    Larry  wa-ka-budza Zeke kuti Mike  a-a-to-n-da. 

Larry1a SA1a-past-tell Zeke1athat Mike  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like. 
             b) Zeke told Larry that Mike does not like X. 

Zeke  wa-ka-budza Larry  kuti Mike  a-a-to-n-da. 
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Zeke1a SA1a-past-tell Larry1a that Mike  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like. 
  c) Zeke told Larry that X does not like Mike. 

Zeke  wa-ka-budza Larry  kuti  a-a-to-da    Mike. 
Zeke1a SA1a-past-tell Larry1a that  not-SA1a-pres.-like Mike1a 

 d) Larry told Zeke that X does not like Mike. 
Larry  wa-ka-budza Zeke kuti a-a-to-da    Mike. 
Larry1a SA1a-past-tell Zeke1athat not-SA1a-pres.-like Mike1a. 

 e) Larry knows that Zeke thinks that Mike does not like X.  
Larry  u-no-ziba   kuti Zeke u-no-alakana   kuti Mike  a-a-to-n-da. 
Larry  SA1a-pres.-know that Zeke1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
 fi)   Zeke knows that Larry thinks that Mike does not like X. 
Zeke     u-no-ziba    kuti Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-n-da. 
Zeke1a  SA1a-pres.-know  that Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
 
fii)??Zeke   u-no-ziba     kuti      L.       u-no-alakana  kuti M.       a-a-to-da        iye 
    Zeke1a  SA1a-pres.-know  that Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.—like him 
Comment: The OM can refer to either Larry or Zeke. The full pronoun is very awkward here. 

 
      D12) ai) Zeke's mother thinks that Mike does not like X. 

Mme  ba   Zeke  ba-no-alakana  kuti Mike a-a-to-n-da 
Mother2aAgr2-of Zeke1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

 
               aii)??Mme  ba   Zeke  ba-no-alakana  kuti Mike a-a-to-da    iye. 

 Mother2aAgr2-of Zeke1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike not-SA1a-pres.-like him. 
Comment: The full pronoun form iye sounds very awkward in this position. 
Comment: The OM can only refer to Zeke but not to Mike. 
 
            b) Zeke's mother thinks that X does not like Mike. 

Mme   ba    Zeke  ba-no-alakana  kuti a-a-to-da    Mike. 
Mother2a  Agr2a-of  Zeke1a SA1a-pres.-think that not-SA1a-pres.-like Mike1a 

Comment:  The SA in the embedded clause can only refer to Zeke and not to Mike or Zeke’s 
mother. 
             

  ci)   Zeke thinks that Mike does not like X.  
Zeke u-no-alakana   kuti Mike a-a-to-n-da. 
Zeke1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

cii) Zeke u-no-alakana   kuti Mike a-a-to-da     iye. 
Zeke1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-like him 

Comment:  The OM in the embeddedclause can only refer to Zeke but not to Mike. 
The full pronoun is awkward in this context. It can only be used in a special context, perhaps in 
the context where a speaker had indicated that Zeke did not think that Mike liked Peter. 
 
          di) Zeke's letter said that Mike does not like X.  

Likwalo gwa  Zeke  gwa-ka-ti  Mike  a-a-to-n-da. 
Letter11 Agr11-of Zeke1a SA1a-past-say Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1like 

dii)    Likwalo gwa  Zeke  gwa-ka-ti  Mike  a-a-to-da    iye. 
Letter11 Agr11-of Zeke1a SA1a-past-say Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-like him 

Comment: Again, the full pronoun is awkward here. The OM either refers to Zeke or some other 
third person. 
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           e) Zeke heard that Mary did not like X. 
Zeke wa-ka-wha    kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-n-da. 
Zeke1a SA1a-past-hear it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
Zeke heard it said that Mary does not like him. 

Comment: It is not too clear to me whether kuyi is one word or two separate words, or whether it 
is a complementizer like kuti.  The reason why I translated it the way I di is because one can say 
ku-ka-yi  which means  ‘It-is-said’; notice the past tense marker that has been inserted between 
the morpheme ku and yi. 
 

fi)   Zeke was told that Mary did not like X.   (if your language permits passive) 
Zeke wa-ka-dwi-wa   kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-n-da. 
Zeke1a SA1a-past-tell-PASS. it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

fii)  ?Zeke  wa-ka-dwi-wa   kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-da    iye. 
Zeke1a  SA1a-past-tell-PASS. it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-like him 

Comment: Awkward with full pronoun except perhaps in special contexts as described above. 
      
 D13    a) Zeke said that X had dressed X. 

Zeke  wa-ka-ti   wa-ka-zwi-ambadza 
Zeke1a SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-OM1-REFLX-dress 

            bi) Zeke said that X had wounded X. 
Zeke  wa-ka-ti    wa-ka-zwi-kubadza. 
Zeke1a SA1a-past-say  SA1a-past-wound. 

bii)  Zeke  wa-ka-ti    iye  wa-ka-zwi-kubadza. 
Zeke1a SA1a-past-say  he  SA1a-past-wound. 

Comment: Although the full pronoun is possible here, it brings about a contrastive meaning. The 
SA in the embedded clause can refer to Zeke or to some other third party, and if it refers to 
someone other than Zeke, then the reflexive zwi- takes its reference from whoever the 
embedded SA refers to. 
     
        c) Zeke said that X had tatooed X. 
Comment: No word for tattoo in Ikalanga nor is there a close substitute that I can think of. 
 
Consider potential antecedents in other non-subject syntactic positions, as allowed by your 
language (e.g., in English, John related to Bill that Mary had slandered him where Bill = him

 
4.4.2   Antecedent properties 
4.4.2.1  Person - Please replace Zeke in the Zeke paradigm of 4.4.1 with first and second 
person pronouns, and report the results.  
      
Using first person pronoun    
      D11a) Larry told me that Mike does not like X. 

Larry  wa-ka-ndi-budza  kuti Mike  a-a-to-ndi-da. 
Larry1a SA1a-past-OM1 –tell that Mike  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like. 

             b) I told Larry that Mike does not like X. 
Imi nda-ka-budza Larry  kuti Mike  a-a-to-ndi-da. 

). 
 
 W28)  John  wa-ka-budza Bill kuti Mary  wa-ka-n-suta. 
    John1a SA1a-past-tell Bill1a that Mary1a- SA1a-past-OM1-slander 
Comment: OM refers to either Jon or Bill. 
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I  SA1a-past-tell Larry1a that Mike  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like. 
        c) I told Larry that X does not like Mike. 

I  nda-ka-budza Larry  kuti  a-ndi-to-da    Mike. 
Imi SA1a-past-tell Larry1a that  not-SA1a-pres.-like Mike1a 

    d) Larry told me that X does not like Mike. 
Larry  wa-ka-ndi-budza   kuti a-ndi-to-da    Mike. 
Larry1a SA1a-past-OM1 t-tell  that not-SA1a-pres.-like Mike1a. 

             e) Larry knows that I thinksthat Mike does not like X.  
Larry  u-no-ziba   kuti nd-o-alakana  kuti Mike   a-a-to-ndi-da. 
Larry  SA1a-pres.-know that SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

             fi) I know that Larry thinks that Mike does not like X. 
Nd-o-ziba   kuti Larry    u-no-alakana  kuti Mike   a-a-to-ndi-da. 
SA1a-pres.-know that Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

 
fii)  ??Nd-o-ziba   kuti Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-da.    imi 
      SA1a-pres.-know that Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.—like me 
 

gi) I know  that Larry thinks that Mike does not like X. 
Imi  nd-o--ziba kuti Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-ndi-da. 
I SA11apres.-know that Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
 
Null Subject 

gii) nd-o--ziba   kuti Larry    u-no-alakana   kuti Mike   a-a-to-ndi-da. 
              SA11apres.-know that Larry1a  SA1a-pres.-think  that Mike1a  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

 
      D12ai) My mother thinks that Mike does not like X. 

Mme  bangu    ba-no-alakana  kuti Mike a-a-to-ndi-da 
Mother2aAgr2-of-mine  SA1a-pres.-think that Mike not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

aii)  Mme  bangu    ba-no-alakana  kuti Mike a-a-to-da    imi 
Mother2aAgr2-of-mine  SA1a-pres.-think that Mike not-SA1a-pres.-like me 

Comment: Only if imi is used contrastively would this sentence be acceptable. 
 
            b) My  mother thinks that I do not like Mike. 

Mme   bangu  ba-no-alakana  kuti a-ndi-to-da    Mike. 
Mother2a  Agr2a-of  SA2a-pres.-think that not-OM1-pres.-like Mike1a 

             ci) I think that Mike does not like X.  
Imi  ndo-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-ndi-da. 
Zeke1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

cii)  Imi  ndo-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-da    imi. 
I1a  SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-like me 

            di) My letter said that Mike does not like X.  
Likwalo gwangu   gwa-ka-ti  Mike  a-a-to-ndi-da. 
Letter11 Agr11-of -mine SA11-past-say Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1like 

 
dii) Likwalo gwangu   gwa-ka-ti  Mike  a-a-to-da     imi. 

Letter11 Agr11-of -mine SA11-past-say Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-like  me 
            e) I heard that Mary does not like X. 

Imi nda-ka-wha   kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-ndi-da. 
I  SA1a-past-hear  it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
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I heard it said that Mary does not like me. 
f) I was told that Mary did not like X.   (if your language permits passive) 

Imi nda-ka-dwi-wa   kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-ndi-da. 
I  SA1a-past-tell-PASS. it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

  fii) Imi nda-ka-dwi-wa   kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-da    imi. 
I  SA1a-past-tell-PASS. it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-like me 

      
 D13    ai) I said that X had dressed X. 

Imi  nda-ka-ti   nda-ka-zwi-ambadza 
I   SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-OM1-REFLX-dress 

           aii)* Imi nda-ka-ti   nda-ka-ambadza  imi. 
I SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-dress  me 

            bi)   I said that X had wounded X. 
Imi nda-ka-ti   nda-ka-zwi-kubadza. 
I  SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-REFLX-wound. 

bii) Imi  nda-ka-ti    nda-ka-kubadza  imi. 
I   SA1a-past-say  SA1a-past-wound  me. 

Comment: Interestingly this sounds fine provided a contrastive meaning is what is being sort; 
that is, I said I wounded MYSELF and not someone else. 
     
        ci) I said that X had tatooed X. 
Comment: No word for tattoo in Ikalanga nor is there a close substitute that I can think of. 
Using 2nd person pronoun 
 
      D11aiii) Larry told you that Mike does not like X. 

Larry  wa-ka-ku-budza  kuti Mike  a-a-to-nku-da. 
Larry1a SA1a-past-OM1 –tell that Mike  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like. 

             biii) You told Larry that Mike does not like X. 
Wa- ka-budza Larry  kuti Mike   a-a-to-ku-da. 
you SA1a-past-tell Larry1a that Mike  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like. 

      ciii) You told Larry that X does not like Mike. 
Wa-ka-budza Larry  kuti  a-u-to-da    Mike. 
SA1a-past-tell Larry1a that  not-SA1a-pres.-like Mike1a 

      diii) Larry told me that you do not like Mike. 
Larry  wa-ka-ndi-budza   kuti a-u-to-da    Mike. 
Larry1a SA1a-past-OM1 t-tell  that not-SA1a-pres.-like Mike1a. 

             eiii) Larry knows that you think that Mike does not like X.  
Larry  u-no-ziba   kuti u-no-alakana  kuti Mike   a-a-to-ku-da. 
Larry  SA1a-pres.-know that SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a  not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

              fi)  You know that Larry thinks that Mike does not like X. 
Iwe u-no--ziba   kuti Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-ku-da. 
you SA11apres.-know that Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
             fii) 
Iwe u-no--ziba   kuti Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-da    iwe. 
you SA11apres.-know that Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.like  you 
Null Subject 
 gi) u-no--ziba   kuti Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-ku-da. 
  SA11apres.-know that Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
 
      D12aiii) Your mother thinks that Mike does not like X. 
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Mme  babo     ba-no-alakana  kuti Mike a-a-to-ku-da 
Mother2aAgr2-of-yours  SA1a-pres.-think that Mike not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

    aiv) Mme  bangu   ba-no-alakana  kuti Mike a-a-to-da    iwe 
Mother2aAgr2-of-mine SA1a-pres.-think that Mike not-SA1a-pres.-like you 

Comment: if iwe is used contrastively would this sentence be acceptable. 
 
             b) Your  mother thinks that I do not like Mike. 

Mme   babo      ba-no-alakana  kuti a-u-to-da    Mike. 
Mother2a  Agr2a-of-you SA2a-pres.-think that not-OM1-pres.-like Mike1a 

ciii) You think that Mike does not like X.  
Iwe  u-no-alakana  kuti Mike  a-a-to-ku-da. 
Zeke1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

ciii')  Iwe wa-ka-alakana kuti Mike  a-a-to-da    iwe 
you SA1a-pres.-think that Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-like you 

            diii) Your letter said that Mike does not like X.  
Likwalo gugo    gwa-ka-ti  Mike  a-a-to-ku-da. 
Letter11 Agr11-of -you SA11-past-say Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1like 

diii')  Likwalo gugo    gwa-ka-ti  Mike  a-a-to-da    iwe. 
Letter11 Agr11-of -you SA11-past-say Mike1a not-SA1a-pres.-like you 

            eiii) You heard that Mary does not like X. 
Iwe wa-ka-wha   kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-ku-da. 
you  SA1a-past-hear  it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
You heard it said that Mary does not like me. 

eiii')  Iwe wa-ka-wha    kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-da    iwe. 
you  SA1a-past-hear it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-like you 
You heard it said that Mary does not like me. 

   fiii) You were told that Mary did not like X.   (if your language permits passive) 
Iwe wa-ka-dwi-wa   kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-ku-da. 
you SA1a-past-tell-PASS. it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

fiii’)  Iwe wa-ka-dwi-wa   kuyi  Mary  a-a-to-da    iwe. 
you SA1a-past-tell-PASS. it-say  Mary1a not-SA1a-pres.-like you 

 
      D13aiii) You said that X had dressed X. 

Iwe  wa-ka-ti   wa-ka-zwi-ambadza 
you  SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-OM1-REFLX-dress 

aiii’)  Iwe  wa-ka-ti   wa-ka—ambadza    iwe 
you  SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-OM1-dress  you 

 
            biii) You said that X had wounded X. 

Iwe  wa-ka-ti   wa-ka-zwi-kubadza. 
you  SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-REFLX-wound. 

biii')  Iwe  wa-ka-ti   wa-ka-kubadza     iwe. 
you  SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-REFLX-wound  you. 

Comment: Interestingly this sounds fine provided a contrastive meaning is what is being sort; 
that is, I said you wounded YOURSELF and not someone else. 
     
        ciii) You said that X had tatooed X. 
Comment: No word for tattoo in Ikalanga nor is there a close substitute that I can think of.  
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4.4.2.2 Quantified antecedents - Review the examples in the Jack, Zeke and Edgar 
paradigms, replacing these names with "every child" and "no child" or "many children".  

 
D4  a’) Every child  asked Bill to trust X.  
    Ngwana nngwe ne nngwe  wa-ka-kumbila Bill kuti a-n-tshephe. 
    Child1 every and everu SA1a-past-ask  Bill that SA1a-OM1-trust 
           b’) Every child asked Bill to give a book to X. 
    Ngwana nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-kumbila  Bill kuti a-m-pe    buka. 
    Child1 every and every SA1a-past-ask  Bill1a that SA1a-OM1-give  book 
           c’) Every child  asked Bill to talk to X. 

Ngwana nngwe ne nngwe wa-ka-kumbila  Bill kuti a-lebeleke na-ye. 
Child1 every and every SA1a-past-ask  Bill1a that SA1a-talk with-him/her 

Comment: Not different from 3rd person examples. 
 
      D1a’) No child  said that X is smart. 
    Akuna ngwana  wa-ka-ti   wá-ka-chenjela. 
    No   child1   SA1 -past-say SA1a-past-smart 
           b’) No child knows that George likes X. 
    Akuna ngwana u-no-ziba   kuti George  u-no-ń-da. 
    No   child1  SA1-pres.-know that George1a  SA1a-pres.-OM1a-like 
           c’) No child knows that Bill said that X is smart. 
    Akuna ngwana u-no-ziba   kuti Bill wa-ka-ti   wá—ka-chenjela. 
    No   child1  SA-pres.-know  that Bill1a SA1a-past-say SA1a-past-smart 
 
      D11a’) Larry told many children that Mike does not like X. 

Larry  wa-ka-budza bana   ba-njinji  kuti Mike a-a-to-ba-da. 
Larry1a SA1a-past-tell children2  Agr2-many  that Mike not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like. 

             b’) Many children told Larry that Mike does not like X. 
Bana   ba-njinji  ba-ka-budza Larry  kuti Mike a-a-to-ba-da. 
Children2 Agr2- many SA2-past-tell Larry1a that Mike not-SA1a-pres.-OM1-like. 

        c’) Many children  told Larry that X does not like Mike. 
Bana   ba-njinji  ba-ka-budza Larry  kuti  a-ba-to-da    Mike. 
Children2 Agr2-many  SA2-past-tell Larry1a that  not-SA2-pres.-like  Mike1a 

Comment: The only difference with the Zeke paradigm is the person number, i.t. ‘many children’ 
is plural’ therefore the SAs and OMs change in number to agree with their antecedents: other 
than that the paradigm is the same as the Edgar, Jack and Zeke paradigms. 
 
Note: Try overt and null pronouns as the coreferent NP if your language has both. 
 
4.4.2.3  Split antecedents - Please provide examples that correspond to those in the Ozzie 
(male) and Harriet (female) paradigm. In all cases, X = Ozzie and Harriet (together).  
 
      D14a)  Ozzie talked about Harriet to X. 

Ozzie  wa-ka-lebeleka na  Harriet ne   kwabo. 
Ozzie1a SA1a-past-talk  with Harriet about  them. 

             b) Ozzie talked about X to Harriet. 
Ozzie  wa-ka-lebeleka ne  kwabo na  Harriet. 
Ozzie1a SA1a-past-talk  about them  with Harriet 

             c) Ozzie told Harriet that X should leave. 
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Ozzie  wa-ka-budza Harriet kuti nga-ba- ende. 
Ozzie1a SA1a-past-tell Harriet that should-SA2a -leave 

             d) Ozzie told Harriet that Bill dislikes X. 
Ozzie  wa-ka-budza Harriet kuti Bill a-a-to-ba-da. 
Ozzie1a SA1a-past-tell Harriet1a that Bill1a not-SA1a-pres.-OM2a-like 

             e) Ozzie said that Harriet thinks that Bill dislikes X. 
Ozzie  wa-ka-ti   Harriet u-no-alakana  kuti Bill a-a-to-ba-da. 
Ozzie1a SA1a-past-say Harriet1a SA1a-pres.-think that Bill1a not-SA1a-OM2a-like 

 
4.4.2.4  Discourse antecedents - Please translate the following scenarios using only the 
acceptable strategies that permit the corresponding English pronouns all to refer to Mark 
(English allows only the independent pronoun strategy).  
 
      D15) Mark feared that his son was not safe. He was ashamed that he could not 
              protect his closest relative. What would his cousins think of him? 
 
Mark  wa-kabe-e-wana  ungati ngwana uwe u  mu mathatha. 
Mark1a SA1a-past-SA1a-find seem  child1  his  SA1a in  trouble. 
 
Wa-kabe-e-bakhwa ne  shoni  kuti a-a-nga-khone   ku  sireletsa  ngwana uwe. 
SA1a-past-SA1-hold by  shame that not-SA1a-can-able to  protect  child  his. 
 
Bazekulu babe ba-noo-alakana-ni  ne   kukwe? 
Nephews2 his2 SA1a-will-think-what  about  him 
 
Comment: Since Ikalanga does not have independent reflexives, no other strategy than 
independent pronouns is remotely possible. 
       
D16) Mark was shocked to see his picture in the paper. All of his supporters would 
               abandon him. How would he tell his mother? 
 
 Mark  wa-ka-chenam-ila   ku  bona itswhantsho chiche mu dzipampiri.  
 Mark1a SA1a-past-surprise-APPL to  see picture7   his   in  paper10 
 
 Bathu babe bose ba-noo  m-pituk-ila. 
 People2 his2 all2 SA2-will  OM1-abondon-APPL 
 
The following scenario concerns what Morris is reporting to us about Mark, where all of the 
English pronouns are understood as referring to Mark, not to Morris.  
 
      D17) Morris said it was a difficult day for Mark. First, Morris told him that his car 
               had been stolen. Then he had to hire a taxi to take him to work. Morris 
               thought he might be angry.  
 
 Morri s a-ka-ti   ya-kabe  ili  zhuba li  sa-ka-lulama muna  Mark. 
 Morris1a SA1a-past-say SA5-past  was day5  which not-past-nice for   Mark 
 
 Chithu chentha,  Morris wa-ka-m-budza  kuti koloi iye  ya-ka-kwibi-wa. 
 First7  thing7   Morris1a SA1a-past-OM1-tell that car9 his7 SA1a-past-steal-PASS 
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 Kudwapo a-kabe  e-hira   koloi i-no   n-sa   ku  nshingo. 
 Then   SA1a-past SA1a-hire car9 SA9-pres. OM1-take to  work3 

 
Comment: The full pronoun strategy is used only for contrastive purposes, so it would really be 
appropriate in place of the OMs in these examples. 
 
Now suppose that Mark has recently been in the news and he is the topic of our conversation. 
Speakers A and B use pronouns to refer to him. Please translate using the strategy or strategies 
in your language that permit coreference with Mark.   
      D18)   A: Look, there's Mark! 
                 B: He is so handsome. 
                 A: I would not want to be his wife though. All the women are chasing him. 
                 B: Also, I think he praises himself too much. 
 
 A: Mark  owuje. 
  Mark1a there1a 
 B: Wa-ka-naka    seni! 
  SA1a-past-handsome much 
 A: Ngono a-ndi-nga-de     ku-be  nkadzi uwe. 
  But  not-OM1-subjunctive-like to-be  wife1  his1 
  Bakdzi  bose ba-no-n-shaka. 
  Women2a all2 SA2a-pres.-OM1-want 
 B: Kakale u-no-zwi-leba     kwazo. 
  Again SA1a-pres.-REFLX-praise  much 

 
Comment: OMs and SAs are used in discourse contexts in which the identity of the entity 
discussed is known. Full pronouns are not used in these contexts except to invoke some special 
meaning such as contrast.  
 
4.4.3  Blocking Effects 
 
4.4.3.1  Features of intervening subjects - The following examples test for an intervening 
subject that is mismatched for person, gender, or number.  
 
      D19a) Larry thinks that John respects X.  

Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti John u-no-n-tuta. 
Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that John1a-SA1a-pres.-OM1-respect. 

             b) Larry thinks that I respect X.  
Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti nd-o-n-tuta. 
Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that SA1-pres.-respect 

             c) Larry thinks that Mary respects X.  
Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Mary u-no-n-tuta. 
Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mary1a-SA1a-pres.-OM1-respect. 

             d) Larry thinks that the boys respect X.  
Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti baisana ba-no-n-tuta. 
Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that boys2  SA2-pres.-OM1-respect. 

             e) The men think that the boys respect X. (X = the men) 
Balume  ba-no-alakana  kuti baisana ba-no-n-tuta. 
Men2   SA2-pres.-think that boys2-SA2-pres.-OM1-respect. 
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Comment: Again the successful strategy is the OM and SA rather than independent pronouns. 
 
Same tests, with the intervening subject in an intermediate clause: 
 
      D20a) Larry thinks that Bill knows that Dave respects X. 
Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Bill u-no-ziba   kuti Dave  u-no-n-tuta. 
Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Bill1a SA1a-pres.-know that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-respect 
 
              b) Larry thinks that I know that Dave respects X. 
Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti nd-o-ziba   kuti Dave  u-no-n-tuta. 
Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that SA1a-pres.-know that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-respect 
 
            c) Larry thinks that Mary knows that Dave respects X.  
Larry  u-no-alakana  kuti Mary  u-no-ziba   kuti Dave  u-no-n-tuta. 
Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that Mary1a SA1a-pres.-know that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-
respect 
 
            d) Larry thinks that the boys know that Dave respects X.  
Larry   u-no-alakana  kuti baisana ba-no-ziba   kuti Dave  u-no-n-tuta. 
Larry1a SA1a-pres.-think that baisana2 SAa-pres.-know that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-respect 
 
            e) The men think that the boys know that Dave respects. (the men = X) 
 Balume ba-no-alakana  kuti baisana ba-no-ziba   kuti Dave   u-no-ba-tuta. 
 Men2  SA2-pres.-think that baisana2 SAa-pres.-know that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM2-respect 
             
Comment: Intervening subjects have no effect on the form of the coreferent OM or SA. 
 
4.4.3.2  Positions of the intervener - The above interveners were subjects (the most common 
case). We now look for interveners in other positions.  The following examples rely only on 
person mismatches (where X = Walter).  
 
      D21ai) Walter thinks that Bill told Harry that Dave respects X. 
Walter u-no-alakana  kuti Bill    wa-ka-budza  Harry  kuti  Dave  u-no-n-tuta. 
Walter1a SA1a-pres.-think that Bill1a SA1a-past-tell  Harry1a that  Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM--respect 
Null subject 
aii) U-no-alakana  kuti Bill wa-ka-budza Harry  kuti Dave  u-no-n-tuta. 
  SA1a-pres.-think that Bill1a SA1a-past-tell Harry1a that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM--respect 
                       
 bi) Walter thinks that Bill told me that Dave respects X. 
Walter u-no-alakana  kuti Bill wa-ka-ndi-budza  kuti Dave   u-no-n-tuta. 
Walter1a SA1a-pres.-think that Bill1a SA1a-past-OM1-tell that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM--respect 
Null subject  
bii) U-no-alakana  kuti Bill wa-ka-ndi-budza  kuti Dave  u-no-n-tuta. 
   SA1a-pres.-think that Bill1a SA1a-past-OM1-tell that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM--respect 
           
 ci) Walter told me that Dave respects X. 
 Walter wa-ka-ndi-budza    kuti Dave  u-no-n-tuta. 
 Walter1a SA1a-past-OM1stP.singtell  that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-respect 
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Null subject  
cii)Wa-ka-ndi-budza    kuti Dave u-no-n-tuta. 
 SA1a-past-OM1stP.singtell  that Dave1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-respect 
 
 di) Walter said that Dave gave me a book about X.  
Walter wa-ka-ti   Dave  wa-ka-ndi-pa   buka i-no-lebeleka  ne  kukwe. 
Walter1a SA1a-past-say Dave1a SA1a-past-OM1-give book whagr-pres.-talk about him 
‘Walter said that Dave gave me a book which talks about him.’ 
Null subject  
dii)Wa-ka-ti   Dave  wa-ka-ndi-pa   buka i-no-lebeleka  ne  kukwe. 
 SA1a-past-say Dave1a SA1a-past-OM1-give book whagr-pres.-talk about him 
‘He/she said that Dave gave me a book which talks about him.’ 
 
4.4.4   Islands 

Do syntactic islands affect the acceptability of the current strategy? For all the examples 
in this section, Ira = X.  
 
      D22ai) Ira resents the fact that Mary hates X. 

Ira  u-no-tini-wa      ne kuti Mary  u-no-n-shima 
Ira1a SA1a-pres.-annoy-PASS by that Mary1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-hate 

Null subject 
    aii) U-no-tini-wa     ne kuti Mary  u-no-n-shima 
    SA1a-pres.-annoy-PASS by that Mary1a SA1a-pres.-OM1-hate 
 
             bi) Ira respects the man who likes X. 

Ira  u-no-tuta    nlume u-no-n-da. 
Ira1a SA1a-pres.-respect man1  SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 

Null subejct 
    bii)  U-no-tuta    nlume u-no-n-da. 
    SA1a-pres.-respect man1  SA1a-pres.-OM1-like 
 
             ci) Ira says that the man who likes X is intelligent. 

Ira  a-ka-ti   nlume u-no-n-da     wa-ka-chenjela. 
Ira1a SA1a-past-say man1a WHagr-pres.-OM1-like SA1a-past-intelligent 

Null Subject 
      cii) A-ka-ti   nlume u-no-n-da     wa-ka-chenjela. 
    SA1a-past-say man1a WHagr-pres.-OM1-like SA1a-past-intelligent 
 

   di) Ira asked whether Bill saw X. 
Ira  wa-ka-buzwa kuti kene  Bill1a  wa-ka-m-bona. 
Ira1a SA1a-past-ask that whether Bill1a  SA1a-past-OM1-see 

Null Subject 
     dii) Wa-ka-buzwa kuti kene  Bill1a  wa-ka-m-bona. 
    SA1a-past-ask that whether Bill1a  SA1a-past-OM1-see 
             ei) Ira asked when Bill saw X. 

Ira  wa-ka-buzwa kuti Bill1a  wa-ka-m-bona   lini. 
Ira1a SA1a-past-ask that Bill1a  SA1a-past-OM1-see when 

Null Subject 
     eii) Wa-ka-buzwa kuti Bill1a  wa-ka-m-bona   lini. 
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       SA1a-past-ask that Bill1a  SA1a-past-OM1-see when 
 
             fi) Ira did not realize that George followed X. 

Ira  wa-kabe  a-singa-bone    kuti George  wa-ka-n-tobela. 
Ira1a SA1a-past SA1a-subjunctive-see that George1a SA1a-past-OM1-follow 

Null Subject 
     fii) Wa-kabe a-singa-bone    kuti George  wa-ka-n-tobela. 
    SA1a-past SA1a-subjunctive-see that George1a SA1a-past-OM1-follow 
              
 

  gi) Ira said that Mary was pretty and that she would marry X. 
Ira  a-ka-ti   Mary  wa-ka-naka    ebile u-noo-n-lobola. 
Ira1a SA1a-past-say Mary1a SA1a-past-beautiful and SA1a-will-OM1—marry 
Ira said that Mary was pretty and he would marry her. 
 

gii)  A-ka-ti   Mary  wa-ka-naka    ebile u-noo-n-lobola. 
SA1a-past-say Mary1a SA1a-past-beautiful and SA1a-will-OM1—marry 
Ira said that Mary was pretty and he would marry her 

 
Comment: In Ikalanga culture, a man marries a woman and not the other way round. So the OM 
in the above sentence can only refer to Ira and not to Mary. 
Comment: Again, independent pronouns are dispreferred in these sentences. 
 
4.4.5  De se reading 

 
      D23a) Oedipus thinks/says his mother is nice. 
            b) Oedipus thinks/says his mother is mean. 
Comment: No morphological difference between (23a) and (23b). 
 
     D24a) Olu believes that his house has collapsed." 
    Olu u-no-duma     kuti ngumba  iye  ya-ka-wa. 
    Olu1a SA1a-pres.-believe  that house9  his  SA9-past-fall 
Comment: The strong pronoun ‘iye’ refers to either Olu or some other person. No other form is 
possible in the place of the pronoun ‘iye’. 
 


